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The 40-year-old electronic system that recorded 
the votes of the Kenner City Council has been replaced 
by a space-age system that will also serve the city’s 
courts and its boards.

The new system will display information on the 
issue being voted on as well as the actual vote and how 
each member of the council voted. The information will 
be displayed on three 52-inch monitors strategically 
placed in the council chambers so that each person in 
the room and the television viewers at home will have a 
clear view of the results. The display will also indicate 
whether the matter being voted on was an ordinance or 
a resolution.

“Our old system served us well for 40 years but 
it ultimately became an obsolete technology,” said 
Council Clerk Natalie Hall Tartaglia. “We reached 
the point where no one in the world any longer made 
replacement parts for it and the new systems, like 

the one we have acquired, reflect the new computer 
technology by being able to display presentations 
created in programs such as Microsoft’s Power Point.”

Tartaglia said that for the court sessions, the new 
system will display information about arraignments 
and evidence. For boards and commissions meetings, 
the new system can show pictures of properties being 
discussed. For other boards, the new system will allow 
them to display their agendas. The new system can also 
display video presentations.

“This new system brings us into the 21st century,” 
said Tartaglia. “In a way, those of us who worked with 
the old system will miss it. It had become a one-of-a-
kind relic from a previous age. Obviously, the public, 
both those who come to the council chamber and those 
who watch proceedings on television, will be better-
served by our new, modern, state-of-the-art system.”

Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni is behind the move 
of Christmas Village from Veterans Park to Heritage 
Park, reasoning that it will provide an opportunity 
to showcase Rivertown and perhaps attract some 
permanent tenants to Kenner’s historic district.

“The move of Christmas Village gives us a chance 

City Council elects new officers
At its July 6, 2011 meeting 

members of the Kenner City 
Council elected Councilwoman 
At-Large, Division A, Michele 
P. Branigan as its president for 
a term that runs through the 
first meeting of January, 2012. 
Branigan succeeds District 5 
Councilman Kent Denapolis in 
that post.

Branigan said, “It’s an 
honor to be elected among my 
peers to serve the council and 
the city as president of the 
council. The new voting system 
which was recently installed 
helps to guide the president through the order 
of business by dictating Roberts Rules of Order 
electronically. Being a stickler for the rules, I am 
excited about this new change in conducting our 
meetings to keep order and decorum. Once we get 
all the wrinkles ironed out, 

Deutsche Haus to move their 
Octoberfest to Rivertown
BY ALLAN KATZ

The German-American’s annual festival will 
be moving to Kenner this year with plans calling 
for the two-weekend extravaganza to be held in 
Rivertown.

“We are really excited about this,” said Keith 
Oldendorf, president of Deutsches Haus and co-
chairman of the family-oriented Octoberfest 
celebration. “Last year, at our old location on 
South Galvez Street in Mid-City New Orleans, 
we attracted 22,000 celebrants. But, we think, at 
a larger location in Kenner, that we have a good 
chance to attract a crowd of 30,000 or more. In my 
opinion, the move from New Orleans to Kenner is 
the ultimate win-win. It will be good for Deutsches 
Haus, for the German-American community, for the 
city of Kenner and for all those who love the chicken 
dance, to hear ‘oompah music,’ eat homemade 
German food and enjoy the taste of good beer.”

The six-day event will be held on the weekends 
of October 14, 15, 16 and 21, 22, 23. Tommy Mertz 

Who would like to own a 1963 Corvette Sting Ray 
valued over $50,000? If you do, then visit Gulf Coast 
Bank in August and place a bid on the vintage car that 
was donated for charity. Auction proceeds will benefit 
Warren Easton High School.

The Sting Ray will be auctioned to the highest bidder 
at Gulf Coast Bank’s annual fundraiser, “Auctions in 
August,” held through the end of the month. The car 
is on display at Al Copeland’s showroom located at 
I-10 Service Road at Causeway Boulevard and will be 
shown by appointment only. Visit the bank’s website at 
www.gulfbank.com for photos and more details.

Brian Behlar, branch manager of the Kenner office, 
located at 3210 Williams Boulevard said all of the 15 
community-based branches combined hope to raise 
over $100,000 for a wide variety of good causes. The 
auction benefits more than 300 charities.

New space-age voting system will serve Kenner City 
Council, courts and boards
BY ALLAN KATZ

Christmas Village move to show off 
historic south Kenner
BY ALLAN KATZ

Gulf Coast Bank hosts open 
auction for charities, vintage 
Corvette Sting Ray up for bid
BY ALLAN KATZ
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Kenner’s city officials attended the ribbon cutting ceremony of 
the new Target store which opened in August in The Esplanade 
mall in Kenner. Attending were District 1 Councilman gregory 
Carroll, District 3 Councilman Ben Zahn, District 4 Councilwoman 
Maria DeFrancesch, Target District Team Leader Jason Madden, 
Councilwoman-at-Large Michele Branigan, Target Store Manager 
Yehia Elashry, Councilwoman-at-Large Jeannie Black, District 2 
Councilman Joe Stagni and District 5 Councilman Kent Denapolis. 
The Target store will have 138,000 square feet of space and will 
include an expanded fresh food assortment of items.
    Photo by Barry Sprague

Target open for business in Kenner

continued on page 27continued on page 27 continued on page 27

continued on page 27
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East Jefferson  
General Hospital

No one fights cancer alone.
HealthFinder: 504-456-5000                                        www.ejgh.org/cancercare 

Cheryl’s battle with leukemia involved treatments both in Houston 

and in Metairie. But from the start, she was confident in the plan 

her doctors had for her. As an affiliate of MD Anderson Physicians 

Network®, credentialed EJGH physicians have access to MD Anderson 

treatment pathways and consult with leading cancer fighters in 

Houston – working together to create new survivors like Cheryl. 

Cheryl Mathis 
Cancer Survivor

 
“ I had a plan,  
and I won.”
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Top Dollar GolD GUYErS
ovEr 27 YEarS ExpEriEncE

locallY oWnED
Sell your Jewelry now while gold is still high

Men’s 
14K Class
Ring We
Pay   $430
with this ad
*1550 oz Gold 
Market with
Coupon

Up
To

receive an Extra

for  your gold
silver or  platinum

excludes diamonds, 
coins and watches
With this coupon.
One pre Customer.

• GolD JEWElrY   • BrokEn JEWElrY   • DiamonDS   • ESTaTE JEWElrY  • GolD coinS
• SilvEr JEWElrY • rolEx WaTchES  • SilvErWarE  • plaTinUm  • SilvEr coinS

2537 WilliamS BvD. | acroSS from SYlvESTErS WESTErn WEar | 287-4450
6626 JEffErSon hWY. | acroSS from colonial BoWlinG lanES | 575-3467

1660 BaraTaria BlvD. | acroSS from STarBUckS | 941-7854
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Narrated by Star Trek’s Kate Mulgrew (Captain Janeway), The 
Planets provides a spectacular tour of our Solar System and 

beyond! Witness the formation of our Solar System, explore the 
planets and their moons, and search the night sky for distant stars, 
nebulae, and galaxies. Audiences will be amazed by the stunning 

imagery and up close views of The Planets! 

The Planets

Get ready for a mix of today’s most popular musical artists 
brought to life in this dazzling display of color and light. Laser 

animations are set to selections from Justin Timberlake, Lloyd, Es-
telle, the Beastie Boys, Lil Mama the Black Eyed Peas and more. 

This show is sure to be fun and exciting for everyone!

Laser Hip Hop

Dive 12,000 feet below the surface of the ocean to join scientists in the 
search for mysterious and elusive sea creatures! 

Audiences will marvel at mystifying underwater habitats and 
explore ancient sea species in a journey from the dramatic depths of the 

sea to the far reaches of space!

MegaDome Cinema

Saturday - 3 p.m.

Saturday - 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. 

Saturday - Noon and 2 p.m.

Appointment only Tuesday thru Friday, 10 people or more. Call 468-7231 for reservations or info.
Admission: Adults, $6 per show; Children/Seniors, $5 per show

Multi-show packages available
www.rivertownkenner.com

Join us for an experience that is

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

        Kenner City  Pavilion

Mardi Gras & Exhibition Hall   

Heritage Hall         St. Mary’s Chapel

Laketown

Veterans Park
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©2011 Ochsner Health System (ochsner.org) is a non-profit, academic, multi-specialty, 
healthcare delivery system dedicated to patient care, research and education.

Quality 
HealtHcare,
conveniently located
- Full-service hospital with more than 380 skilled physicians and specialists

- 24-hour, full-service er for life-threatening emergencies including 
heart attack and stroke

- State-of-the-art outpatient diagnostic center and 3 health center locations 
for doctor visits, annual checkups and speciality services

- Advanced health services including orthopedic trauma and surgery,  
a nationally recognized Neuroendocrine Tumor Program, Wound Care 
and Hyperbarics Program, open heart surgery, and much more

- One complete electronic medical record – fewer duplication of tests,  
less complications and proven lower healthcare costs

Accepting most insurance plans including:

Please call 504-464-8000 or 
visit ochsner.org/kenner to find a 
doctor and the location nearest you.

O-K-132_KennerStar_Aug_7_26.indd   1 7/26/11   4:16 PM
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From the Editor

Political

Once again, it’s the economy, stupid
BY JEFF CROUERE

Mayor Yenni’s first year report card
BY ALLAN KATZ

M a y o r 
Michael S. Yenni 
is the fifth Kenner 
mayor that I’ve 
covered as an 

editor with the 
Kenner Star. He is also the youngest in 
terms of age. But he has been around 
government all of his life. It is his chosen 
field and there is very little that happens 
that comes as a surprise to him. He idolized 
his late grandfather, Kenner Mayor and 
Jefferson Parish President Joe Yenni who 
to this day is a great role model for him. 
The way to judge Kenner’s current mayor 
is not by his birthdays but the cumulative 
years he has spent as the protégé of smart 
older guys who have steered him through 
the maze of governance.

I thought the low point of his first year 
as Kenner mayor came in April when his 
proposed new and renewal tax mileages 
got turned down handily by the voters. I 
recently asked the mayor why he even put 
it forward. Surely, anyone who has been 
around government as he has would know 

that the chances of passing the millage 
package were between slim and none.

“I felt that Kenner voters, in my 
opinion, deserved the opportunity to 
make a choice of their own,” said Yenni. 
“I knew what the odds were but, in my 
vision for Kenner, it was a chance to 
put the city’s fiscal house in order and I 
was willing to take it. Anyone who is 
knowledgeable about Kenner’s financial 
situation knows that the city has too long 
been reliant on volatile sales tax revenues 
and our police and fire departments are 
annually underfunded. We have been in 
financial trouble for many years, patching 
budgets, and I thought voters should have 
the option to end the city’s unhealthy 
reliance on unstable sales taxes and 
provide steady funding of the police and 
fire departments. I wanted to give Kenner 
citizens the right and opportunity to have 
a say in the matter. And I was willing to 
live with their choice.”

However you may feel about that, 
what impressed me was that when Yenni’s 
tax millage proposals, as predicted by 

most, were not accepted by the voters, 
he didn’t moan and groan, didn’t blame 
anyone for the defeat and didn’t get 
depressed by the setback.

“I’ve been around government in 
good times and bad,” Yenni said. “I 
knew that I had put together a good 
governmental team and that we could 
govern on a shoestring if that is what it 
was going to come to be. Those who 
know me well knew it was predictable 
that I had a back-up plan ready to go. The 
millage proposals were defeated but we 
were ready to bounce back up. I had told 
everyone in Kenner that my priorities were 
fully funding police, fire and sewerage. If 
we would have had to close playgrounds 
and gyms, cut out senior citizen programs 
and lay people off, then we were going to 
have to do it – with great regret – but I feel 
public safety always has to come first.”

In this case, the worst didn’t come 
to be, at least for this year. For one thing, 
the city attorney’s office did a superb job 
of negotiating a $3.75 million insurance 
settlement for the damage done the 

Pontchartrain Center by Katrina’s winds 
and water. And, the City Council worked 
closely with the administration to come 
up with a spending plan that rearranged 
finances and minimized any closings and 
layoffs in city government.

Still, to Mayor Yenni’s credit, he 
regrets that the one-time, non-recurring 
funds of the Pontchartrain Center 
settlement are being used as financial band 
aids and rubber bands to keep the budget 
together. “I know as well as anyone that 
Kenner budgetary policy for probably 
25 years has been that Peter robs Paul to 
patch things together and hold the city’s 
operations together for another year,” 
says Yenni. “That’s not my goal. We’ve 
got to stop that. We need a comprehensive 
budget that is balanced between property 
taxes and sales taxes. Between former 
Mayor Muniz and my administration, 
we’ve cut $7 million in annual spending 
out of the budget. Going forward, we’ve 
got to develop Rivertown and Laketown 
as profit centers, something that has been 

Back in 
1992, Bill 
Clinton adviser 
James Carville 
immortalized the 
phrase “It’s the 

economy, stupid” in highlighting the 
most important issue in that election. 
Despite winning the Gulf War of 1991, 
President George H. W. Bush was 
vulnerable because of tough economic 
times. Carville’s candidate Bill Clinton 
won because his focus on the economy 
resonated with voters.

Today, our country is in such an 
economic downturn that the economy 
of 1992 looks like the “Roaring 20s” 
in comparison. As usual, the next 
election will focus on the economy, 
which is bad news for Barack Obama. 
Even though Barack Obama ordered 
the successful and popular mission to 
kill Osama Bin Laden, it will be a non-
factor in the election next year. People 
have already celebrated the death, but 
moved on from the incident, just a few 
months after crowds jammed the streets 
of New York and Washington D.C.

In the next election, a more pressing 
issue will be the horrible economy, 
which impacts all Americans. In fact, 
all presidential elections are decided 
on pocketbook issues, so Obama will 
have to spin the bad economic news 

in a positive light. The liberals in the 
mainstream news media will try to help 
the president in every possible manner. 
Unfortunately for the president, no 
amount of media spin can change fiscal 
reality and in our country today, the 
economy is awful.

The last report showed a troubling 
9.2 percent unemployment level, with a 
higher rate of chronically unemployed 
people than in the midst of the Great 
Depression. Republicans could 
nominate Bozo the Clown and beat 
President Obama if unemployment is 
still over nine percent. History shows 
that no president has ever won re-
election if the unemployment rate 
exceeds 7.2 percent. There is little 
chance our country will see such 
improvement in the 16 months.

In fact, on 40 different economic 
criteria, the country is in worse shape 
today than when Obama took office. 
In the upcoming election, Republicans 
can ask President Reagan’s famous 
question that he posed in the 1980 
debate against Jimmy Carter, “Are you 
better off today than you were four 
years ago?” Of course, most Americans 
are much worse off today than the day 
the president took office.

The Republican nominee will 
be able to point to the economy and 
show increased deficits, a mounting 

national debt, socialized medicine, 
skyrocketing gasoline prices, higher 
unemployment and renewed inflation 
and remind Americans that Obama has 
been a disaster for the economy. The 
small boost from the Osama Bin Laden 
operation will be a distant memory by 
November of 2012.

What can the president do 
to turnaround this situation? 
Unfortunately, all of his attempts 
to revive the economy have failed. 
Remember, the stimulus plan was 
going to reduce unemployment to 
below eight percent? Of course, all that 
boondoggle did was create government 
contracts and wasteful spending.

In fact, even President Obama 
admitted that his stimulus plan was 
a big failure. In a recent speech, he 
noted that the “shovel-ready projects 
were not quite as shovel-ready” as he 
thought. Now he tells us! One trillion 
dollars of waste later! At least he is 
finally admitting that the phony jobs 
rationale for the stimulus plan was a 
big lie.

The American people are 
beginning to understand the dangers of 
a second term for this administration. 
In the latest Gallup poll, 44 percent 
of Americans prefer an unnamed 
Republican presidential candidate 

continued on page 12

continued on page 11
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St. Jerome
Knights of Columbus

             Seafood Dinners

Phone-in Orders  •  Visa/Mastercard Accepted
  3310 Florida Ave. • Kenner, LA 70065  •  469-6736 or 352-7107

 Fish Plates Super Seafood Plate
 Shrimp Plates Crawfish Kickers
 Soft Shell Crab Hush Puppies
 Stuffed Crab Plates Seafood Gumbo
 Shrimp Creole Grilled Shrimp Salad
 Combo Plates Crawfish Etoufee

 8/19, 9/16, 10/21, 11/18, 12/16/2011 • 11am - 7pm

Friday Lunch SpeciaLS 10am-2pm

Government
First year accomplishments
BY MICHAEL S. YENNI
Kenner Mayor

As one year 
has passed since 
I was inaugurated 
as mayor of our 
city, I want to 
reiterate that 

it has been an honor and a privilege 
to serve our citizens for the past year. 
I am pleased and encouraged by the 
accomplishments of my administration 
throughout the first year of our first 
term.

When I took office, my top concern 
was balancing the city’s budget while 
maintaining excellent public safety, 
eliminating blight as well as making 
significant improvements in public 
works infrastructure. My budgetary 
decisions were aided by the institutional 
knowledge and expertise of my staff 
and the Kenner Streamlining Task 
Force. This committee has many years 
of practical experience and made many 
of its recommendations based on proven 
business and governmental practices and 
philosophies. The committee was headed 
by former Jefferson Parish Assessor 
Lawrence Chehardy, a proven leader 
and proponent of lean governments. 
My goal was to stay within projected 
revenues and maintain a healthy $6.4 
million fund balance. In order to do 
this we made $2.3 million of cuts that 
were reasonable and least affected our 
families and businesses. These cuts 
and some creative consolidation of 
the duties of the Community Services 
into the Recreation and Community 
Development Departments allowed us 
to keep playgrounds open and maintain 
our current standard of police and fire 
protection. This was accomplished after 
months of negotiations and long hours 
at City Hall. We passed a balanced 
budget that relies on a minimum of 
non-recurring revenues and provides 
$3,417,519 in the capital budget for 
2011-2012.

I am aware that there has been some 
talk as to how the city has now budgeted 
some of the public safety equipment 
and police vehicles when previously we 
stated that the funding did not exist and 
proposed to obtain funding through a 
property tax increase. During the time 
of the property tax proposal these funds 
didn’t exist, but, subsequent to the 
conclusion of this year’s budget process, 
the city budgeted a much-needed 
windfall due to the outstanding work of 
our city attorney’s office. We received a 
$3.75 million insurance settlement due 
the Pontchartrain Center. Throughout 
the mediation process, the insurance 
company was only offering a fraction of 
what we ultimately received. A strong 
reserve fund accumulated as a result of 
good management practices at the civic 
center which allowed us to rededicate 
some of these insurance funds to some 
of our public safety and public works 
infrastructure needs without affecting 
the long-term financial status of the 
civic center. In addition to the capital 
budget for 2011-2012, we are able to 
fund additional police vehicles, two 
fire department pumper trucks, replace 
self-contained breathing apparatus for 
our firemen and add additional drainage 
projects to our capital budget.

I inherited a tight budget. However, 
with some creativity and hard work we 
have been able to fund some upgrades 
and enhancements to our city facilities. 
With the completion of the Barbre 
School building’s transition to the new 
Public Works building, Kenner was 
able to utilize an existing structurally 
sound building to provide the Public 
Works Department with a quality work 
environment safe for emergencies and 
at a minimal cost. This also allowed 
the Recreation Department, who 
was previously housed in Wentwood 
Gymnasium, to relocate to the former 
Public Works building on Williams 

Boulevard. This relocation allows the 
Recreation Department to operate more 
efficiently from a centralized location. 
In addition, a much needed renovation 
of the City Council Chambers was 
accomplished with the addition of a 
new voting system with easy to view 
monitors for the public to keep pace 
with the meetings. This improvement 
is two-fold as it will allow council 
meetings and municipal court sessions 
run smoothly and at a speedier pace.

Technology is dynamic and change 
is constant. I recognize this and have 
stressed the importance for the city to 
continue progressing. My administration 
is proud to introduce advances such as 
the state of Louisiana’s first paperless 
court system. Also, the city will soon 
begin collecting payments for tickets 
and court fees online. In addition, online 
occupational licensing and renewals as 
well as permits are a few of the additional 
features that my administration will 
introduce throughout the next year. 
Finally, the city of Kenner is proud to 
have launched a new, revamped and user 
friendly website for its citizens’ use.

A component of one of my top 
priorities, public safety, is emergency 
management. I felt that this was a 
neglected component and I needed to 
take steps to enhance and improve our 
emergency management capabilities 
by hiring a full-time, qualified and 
trained emergency management 
coordinator. With this emergency 
coordinator in place and through a 
cooperative working relationship 
with Jefferson Parish Homeland 
Security and Emergency Preparedness 
Committee, the Office of Emergency 
Management has successfully secured 
funding for the following items: Six 
shallow water rescue vessels for the 
Kenner Police Department, mobile 
data/communications equipment 
for the Kenner Police Department, 
portable message boards to aid police 
in evacuation operations, personal 
protective equipment for the Kenner 
Police and Fire Departments and cost-
free specialized and advanced training 
for fire, police and public works 
personnel. Also, for the first time, Kenner 
essential personnel will be stationed 
inside Jefferson Parish’s EOC as a result 
of this working relationship. Finally, the 
emergency management coordinator 
has ensured that all city of Kenner 
essential personnel have received the 
required essential training courses. Over 
twenty-five city employees, including 
directors and assistant directors, have 
completed over 100 individual incident 
management training courses to remain 

in compliance with FEMA standards. 
Aside from this essential relationship 
with Jefferson Parish, the OEM has 
established close working relationships 
between the Yenni administration and 
rail, airport and maritime port officials.

One of the most important duties 
of being mayor is working closely with 
our elected state officials. During the 
recently completed legislative session I 
met with our governor, Bobby Jindal as 
well as our Kenner delegation – Senator 
Danny Martiny, Representative Tony 
Ligi and Representative Tom Willmott. 
Kenner is blessed to have a strong 
contingent of state legislators. We 
have worked together to obtain capital 
outlay funds along with other legislation 
affecting our city. One of the most 
significant and valuable legislations 
we were able to pass was a change in 
the state law that governs our lease for 
Laketown. We will be able to allow more 
commercial activity now and as a result 
we have the prospect of bringing new 
restaurants, shops and possibly entice 
a popular beach volleyball destination 
to Kenner’s Laketown. This will be in 
addition to the new concrete fishing pier 
that opened earlier this year.

One of the ongoing goals I assumed 
from Mayor Muniz’s administration is 
bringing the city of Kenner’s sewerage 
system back into compliance with the 
Louisiana Department of Environmental 
Quality. Kenner’s mandated “Corrective 
Action Plan” requires $62,137,196 in 
capital improvements. Initially we were 
able to fund some of these projects with 
city capital funds and a low-interest loan 
from LADEQ. This year, due to a lot of 
hard work and cooperation, I was able to 
forge a consensus between myself and 
the City Council to bring the sewerage 
user rates in line with what most parishes 
and municipalities currently pay. The 
resulting funds will allow the city to 
pay a portion of the LADEQ loan and 
seek revenues from bonds to fund the 
remaining capital sewer projects that 
will put the city into compliance. This 
increase in the sewer rates is a wise 
investment for our city. This will allow 
us to have a sanitary and efficient sewer 
system and avoid hefty fines.

I will continue to be a “hands on” 
proactive mayor and will continue to 
maintain the open door policy to our 
citizens upheld throughout my first 
year. You can call, write or email me. 
I am willing to meet any time with 
constituents. I am happy to continue to 
be of service. 

Mayor Yenni can be reached at 468-
7240 or by email at kennermayor@
kenner.la.us.
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www.andesrockclimbingwall.com

Reserve our Portable Rock Wall for your next event!

504-390-8558

Victoria A.M. Smith, M.D.

Family Practice
Men  •  Women  •  Children
Female Care  •  Pap Smears

ContraceptionSe habla español
fala-se português

Office Hours by Appointment
4228 Williams Blvd., Suite 203  •  496-0138  or 889-4011

NOWBACK INKENNER

Government
Workplace safety
BY STEVE CARAWAY
Kenner Police Chief

The start of 
each new fiscal 
year inevitably 
brings change to 
the city of Kenner. 

Given our current state of economic 
uncertainty one might expect a decline 
in the quality of life for our citizens 
or a neglect of the facilities in Kenner 
that make this a choice community 
in which to live. However, amid the 
plans of departmental consolidation 
and budgetary cuts, a tide of positive 
change is surging through the Kenner 
Parks and Recreation Department. I am 
excited to welcome aboard the Kenner 
Planetarium and Megadome Cinema 
and the Rivertown Space Science 
Complex. As always, the Kenner Parks 
and Recreation Department stands 
committed to enhancing the quality of 
life for Kenner’s citizens by offering 
relevant, exciting and entertaining 
programs and activities. The addition 
of these two facilities seems a natural 
fit and a logical progression toward 
reaching this department’s goals.

The Kenner Planetarium and 
Megadome Cinema, especially, remains 
one of Kenner’s little-known gems. 
Opened in late 2004, the facility boasts 
an impressive 50-foot domed screen and 
10,000 watt sound system in addition 
to special effects lighting and video 
capabilities. The potential to become a 
pre-eminent special venue theater for 
Kenner and the greater New Orleans 
region is tremendous. Currently visitors 
can indulge a multitude of interests at 
the facility from exploring elusive sea 
creatures in the Megadome feature, 
rocking to the beat of a dazzling colorful 
light display in the laser show, to gazing 

at a thousand pinpoints of starlight in one 
of several sky shows…all in the comfort 
of an air conditioned and mosquito free 
theater. There’s something for everyone 
at this unique theater!

In keeping with the space science 
theme, there is also Rivertown’s Space 
Science Complex, a combination facility 
for young and old alike. While youngsters 
explore the Science Museum and its 
exhibits on weather, the human body and 
life sciences, older children can enjoy a 
tour of the Space Station Museum which 
features a “one-of-its-kind” full scale 
model of NASA’s International Space 
Station. Visitors can learn the history of 
the U.S. Space program while enjoying 
an up close look at how astronauts 
must live and work in the micro gravity 
environment of space. Both facilities are 
a favorite among repeat visitors.

So, with the addition of these 
two facilities, the Kenner Parks and 
Recreation Department stands ready to 
offer new and exciting programming to 
the citizens of Kenner. New insights and 
ideas are being explored in an effort to 
make these facilities even better. From 
the addition of an interactive “Hurricane 
Wind Simulator” to the debut of “The 
Ultimate Wave Tahiti” a new feature film 
focused on surfing in a tropical paradise, 
the possibilities seem endless. Again, I 
am excited to work with these facilities, 
to help them succeed and to count them 
among a long list of things of which we 
can be proud in the Parks and Recreation 
Department and the city of Kenner as a 
whole. 

Kenner Parks and Recreation 
Director Ken Marroccoli can be reached 
at 468-7211 or recreation@kenner.la.us.

Rivertown attractions added to Kenner 
Parks and Recreation Department
BY KEN MARROCCOLI
Kenner Parks and Recreation Director

Kenner’s Lions Field at City Hall undergoing major 
donated soccer improvements

The Chicago Fire Juniors Louisiana, 
a soccer association that is a merger of 
the former Carrollton, Lafreniere and 
Lakeview Soccer Associations, is making 
$50,000 worth of improvements this year 
to better the Lions Field located at the City 
Hall Complex. The fields are used for their 
youngest players, four to eight-year-olds. 
The group has over 500 players using the 
Lions Field each season.

At the Lions Fields three sets of new 
goals were installed. Water fountains 
were replaced and two new ones were 
added. The tennis courts were broken 
up and 40 dump truck loads of asphalt 
were removed. There were 18 loads of 
sand brought in, the tennis court area 
was sodded and the tennis court fencing 
was removed. Leaning light poles were 
straightened and trees were cleared from 

the airport fence line. The group says they 
will continue to improve the facility and 
hope to create more field space on the 
back side area of the park.

Officials with the association say the 
popularity of soccer is increasing. The 
number of female players has continued 
to grow every year. The association 
achieved great success with the U14 girls 
team who won the One Nation Cup in 
Germany this year and also were crowned 
Louisiana state champions. This year the 
Chicago Fire Juniors captured 10 state 
championship titles. Many of the players 
started in the under six and under 8 
recreational programs at the Lions Field.

David C. DeHoog is the executive 
director of operations and administration 
of the Chicago Fire Juniors Louisiana 
Soccer Association. 

Any crime 
that can happen 
at your home 
can happen at 
your workplace. 

Since most citizens spend a majority 
of their day at work, it is important 
that employers and employees review 
the following common sense crime 
prevention tips.

Keep your wallet, purse, car and 
house keys and other valuable items out 
of sight. If possible, lock them in a desk.

Make sure that your office is well 
maintained. Immediately report any 
burnt-out light bulbs in hallways, 
corridors and parking lots and broken 
windows or doors that do not properly 
lock.

Always let a trusted co-worker 
know where you are going and when 
you should be back.

Do not openly discuss your personal 
life or vacation plans with co-workers 

or workplace visitors you do not know 
well.

Be especially careful about working 
late alone. Always try to walk to your car 
with someone else. Have your keys in 
hand and lock your doors immediately.

Employers should carefully check 
references, employment gaps and 
possible criminal history of potential 
employees.

When necessary to terminate an 
employee, do so in a calm manner and 
have a defined termination policy.

“Preventing crime before 
it happens is the most effective 
way to protect yourself and your 
employees,” said Kenner Police Chief 
Steve Caraway. “Let’s work to keep 
ourselves and fellow co-workers 
safe.” 

Chief Caraway can be reached by 
email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the 
Kenner Police Department website at 
www.kennerpd.com.
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2124 38th Street, Kenner, LA 70065
443-1294
Fax: 443-1982

Your Corner Drugstore

Hours:  10 am - 6 pm Monday thru Friday
 10 am - 2 pm Saturday
Closed Sundays & Holidays

• Assisted Living Services
• Personal Service
• Se Habla Espanól

We accept electronic prescriptions
Government & Private Insurance Card Plans Accepted

DELIVERY AVAILABLE

Two GreaT LocaTions in Kenner

3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444 701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819

All salads served on romaine lettuce with wheat crackers and your choice of dressing.  
Rasberry Walnut, Caesar, Lite Ranch, Honey Mustard, Fat Free Italian, Hot Bacon, 

Blue Cheese, Balsmic Basil Vinaigrette.  Extra dressing .50.

Drive Thru

Southwestern Chicken Salad - 8.95
Grilled chicken, corn, salsa, balck beans, cheddar jack cheese, cucumbers, 

tomatoes, & tortilla strips.  Served with Southwest ranch dressing.
Smoked Turkey Salad - 8.50

Smoked turkey, baby swiss, chopped walnuts and sliced apple.
Cobb Salad - 9.25

Rows of grilled chicken, crumbled blue cheese, carrots, boiled egg, 
cheddar jack cheese, bacon and smoked turkey.

Grilled Chicken Spinach Salad - 8.25
Fresh spinach, grilled chicken, feta cheese, black olives, tomatoes and cucumbers.

Chef Salad - 9.25
Grilled chicken, smoked ham, cheddar jack cheese, boiled egg, fresh tomatoes, 

bacon and alfalfa sprouts.

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

www.chateaucafe.com

Call Ahead for

To Go Orders!

WiFi all

locatio
ns

After 130 
days of acrimony, 
posturing, heated 
a r g u m e n t s , 
l a w y e r i n g , 
mediation and 

outright aggravation, the NFL work 
stoppage has finally come to an end.

No longer will we hear about 
decertification, recertification, lawsuits, 
plaintiffs, DeMaurice Smith, Judge 
David Doty and the like, at least, not 
for the next decade in the NFL. When 

we hear the name of Roger Goodell, 
it will likely return to being a result of 
player fines and suspensions (see James 
Harrison).

When we hear the names of Drew 
Brees, Peyton Manning, Tom Brady 
and others, it will be about their 
performances and numbers compiled on 
the field, not financial numbers tossed 
about like a ship on a wind-blown ocean.

As in any agreement, there is give-
and-take. You cannot come together 
unless both parties involved in a 

Business as usual for NFL following agreement
BY KEN TRAHAN

Sports

dispute can agree to move toward the 
center, off of their ideological ground. 
Would someone please tell our national 
government and elected officials about 
this basic concept?

The end result is a full regular 
season, a slightly shortened training 
camp and the likelihood of a full 
preseason, outside of the Hall of Fame 
game.

For anxious, anxiety-filled, angry 
NFL fans, all is forgiven. Expect no 
lingering criticism, no backlash at the 
box office. While there was separation, 
there was no divorce.

The NFL remains the most popular 
sport in the United States by a wide 
margin.

We got our thrill with the United 
States women’s soccer team and their 
near World Cup championship. The 
Jesters played a few home matches. 
The Zephyrs and VooDoo did a nice 
job of providing fill-in shallow sports 
times. Speculation about how good 
LSU football will be and about how 
much they will be impacted by off-field 
issues, has intrigued us.

Had the work stoppage continued 
into the preseason and possibly into the 
regular season, there would have been 
some degree of loss incurred at the box 
office and in television ratings, at least 
in the short-term. 

In the long-term, players and 
owners would really have to screw the 
situation up supremely to tear down 
the monstrosity they have built up in 
the eyes and hearts of the American 
consumer.

Fans are willing to pay $20 or more 
to park. They are willing to pay $8 or 
more for a small beer and outrageous 
prices for cold nachos and lukewarm 
hot dogs. They are willing (in some 
instances) to pay extra for “Personal Seat 
Licenses,” another form of “revenue 
generation” for wealthy NFL owners. 
They are willing to sit impatiently on 
season ticket waiting lists.

They love the game. The players 
are the game. Owners control the purse 
strings. Coaches and general managers 
control personnel. Without the fans, 
there is no game.

The NBA is stuck in neutral and 
facing the real prospect of losing part 
of the 2011-2012 season due to a work 
stoppage. That is a league which cannot 
afford a work stoppage.

NBA popularity is waning on many 
fronts unless you happen to be in Los 
Angeles, New York, Boston, Chicago, 
Dallas, San Antonio, Portland, San 
Francisco, Oklahoma City or Miami.

Ticket prices are steep. The prospect 
of the rich getting richer (see Boston, 

Miami) remains as star players collude, 
concocting deals to play together. 
Orlando, a solid franchise, could 
descend quickly if Dwight Howard 
departs in 2012.

Of 30 teams, only 16 sold 90 
percent or better of their seats in the 
2010-2011 season. Relocation rumors 
continue to permeate the landscape in 
Sacramento and even New Orleans, 
where the league owns the team. In 
the last decade, Seattle lost its team to 
Oklahoma City. Charlotte lost its team 
to New Orleans. Why are teams in Los 
Angeles and Utah named “Lakers” and 
“Jazz?” That is all about relocation, not 
immune to New Orleans.

The “have-nots” outnumber the 
“haves” in the NBA. The opposite is 
true in the NFL.

In the National Hockey League 
(NHL), the 2004-2005 lockout resulted 
in the cancellation of would have been 
the 88th season of play in the historic 
league. It was the first time the Stanley 
Cup was not awarded since 1919 and 
it marked the first time that a major 
professional sports league in North 
America canceled a complete season 
over a labor dispute.

That league has never fully 
recovered. Hockey is an entertaining 
sport but it is a regional sport. It has 
never been fully understood or fully 
embraced in the southern United States 
despite the presence of franchises in the 
south. Tampa Bay has fared well but 
Atlanta just lost its second NHL team 
in 31 years with the Thrashers moving 
to Winnipeg. Atlanta lost the Flames to 
Calgary in 1980.

Franchise instability has been an 
issue in the NHL. Since the expansion 
from the “Original Six” teams (Boston 
Bruins, New York Rangers, Montreal 
Canadians, Toronto Maple Leafs, 
Detroit Red Wings and Chicago Black 
Hawks), there have been 10 relocations. 
There are 19 defunct and relocated NHL 
teams.

The league is virtually invisible, 
with a national television deal on Versus 
Network. Are you even aware of such a 
network? You may be in the minority.

Major League Baseball remains 
the second most popular professional 
sport in the country but it is far behind 
the NFL in fan support despite solid 
attendance overall.

Have you been to a big-league game 
recently? Ticket prices have blown up 
for decent to good seats. There are still 
inexpensive seats but far fewer of them. 
You need binoculars or a telescope 
to see the players from some of the 
vantage points of those seats. Good 

continued on next page
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• Gift Certifi cates 
• Spa Packages
•10 yrs. Experience

 

Barbara Milloit, LMT LA Lic. #2123

MASSAGE THERAPY

By
STUDIO CHATEAU

Upscale Environment • Private Suite 

$30 MINUTES/$18
Book your “Relaxation Retreat” today!

 
3500 Chateau Blvd., Suite 501

 Kenner

Quality Work at Honest Prices!

Why Call Us?

No Money Down Father & Son Painters
Over 30 Yrs. Experience

• Licensed
• Insured
• On Time

Interior • Exterior
Residential & Commercial

• Pressure Washing

• Sheetrock Repair

• Carpentry

• General Repairs

305-5527Free
eSTImaTeS

No Job Too Big or Too Small

339 W. Esplanade | Kenner | 504-468-3617

Now Offering
Feather Extensions, Hair Tinsel &

Keratin Smoothing Treatments

No Appointment Necessary
Mon - Wed 10am - 6pm

Thurs - Friday 10 am - 6:30 pm | Sat 9am - 3:30 pm

www.tjshairandtan.com

We Specialize In:
• Perms • Cuts • Clipper Cuts
• Foils • Coloring • Roller Sets
• Conditioning Treatments
• Facial Waxing
• Tanning
Men, Women & Kids Cuts

Sports

luck following the action with the small size of a 
baseball!

There have been seven general work stoppages 
in major league baseball history. All of them occurred 
in a 24-year period from 1972 through 1995, upon 
the advent of unfettered free agency in the game.

Unquestionably, the baseball players union has 
been the strongest in all of professional sports. The 
diligence of the union produced the impressive gains 
and incredible, dramatic pay scale of players that we 
see today.

The flip side of the player gains is the loss of 
major league fans.

It was during the time of the frequent labor strife 
in baseball that fans gravitated away from MLB to 
the NFL. The final straw was the player strike which 
spanned the 1994 and 1995 seasons, canceling the 
World Series of 1994 and the beginning of the 1995 
season.

Cal Ripken’s streak to surpass Lou Gehrig’s 
record for most consecutive games played (1995) 
and the home run records of Mark McGwire (1998) 
and Barry Bonds (2001), albeit, artificially enhanced 
records, helped restore some lost interest in the game 
but not close to the interest of fans in the NFL.

The NFL survived player strikes in 1982 and 
1987, including the dreaded replacement games of 
the 1987 season, because the sport had overcome 
the negatives with the enormous fan support it had 
generated.

In the end, there was enough compromise from 
both the players and owners to make a deal work to 
end the 2011 impasse.

NFL owners, such as Tom Benson, will still 
make lots of money if they operate franchises in 
sound fashion, put a solid product on the field and 
have good lease agreements. NFL players will 
continue to make lots of money to play a game, 
more than they have ever made.

With the loss of significant work in the spring 
and summer, veteran teams will have an advantage 

entering the 2011 season. That favors good veteran 
teams such as the New Orleans Saints and hurts good 
younger teams, such as the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 
who could have used the extra work to sharpen skills 
and familiarity with one another.

We are about to find out if all of the off-season 
training was and remains truly necessary. If the level 
of play drops and injuries become more prevalent, 
we will know that the massive time and work 
together is necessary. If performance and health 
remain consistent with previous years, we will 
know what many suspect – that all of the off-season 
training activities may be a bit of overkill.

NFL football is back, ready to go. The refurbished 
Superdome will be full for each and every Saints 
game (at least in the regular season). The team will 
be a true contender to return to the Super Bowl.

The season opener against the World Champion 
Green Bay Packers at Lambeau Field on September 
8 looms large in determining the NFC champion in 
the battle of the last two Super Bowl champions.

The work stoppage was not a true work stoppage 
for rabid fans. They will see all 16 regular season 
games and playoff games in the 2011 season. If 
anything, those fans will be hungrier for news in free 
agency, through trades and from training camp after 
a dearth of NFL stories over the past five months.

While the other major professional sports in 
North America continue to battle to gain traction, 
the NFL remains on solid ground. Beauty is in the 
eye of beholder. The customer is always right. The 
consumer sets the market. Consumers will continue 
to “buy” the NFL, where it is business as usual. 

Ken Trahan serves as sports director of WGSO 
990 AM/WGSO.com and is president and general 
manager of neworleans.com Sports. Trahan is the 
also the general manager and chairman of the board 
of the Saints Hall of Fame Museum in the Louisiana 
Superdome, and runs the Life Resources Sports 
Ministry.

SABELLA’S
PLUMBING

Repairs • Drain Cleaning
Hot Water Heaters

•

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner

SMALL JOBS

818-0007
Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber

Owner/Operated
Over 25 Years

versus only 39 percent who would chose Obama 
again. Back in May, Obama was leading by three 
points due to the popularity bounce he received 
from the Bin Laden mission. Today, the bump in the 
polls is gone and as more Americans suffer under 
the Obama economy, the results for the president 
will continue to decline.

To escape blame for the bad economy, the 
president is searching for villains. In a recent 
NBC interview, Obama blamed the advance of 
technology like ATMs for taking away teller jobs. 
He is using the tired old technology excuse on the 
American people as a rationale for economic woes. 
Yet, Americans realize that change is inevitable and 
the real problem is that Obama has no workable 
plan to help Americans deal with such innovations 
in our economy.

This is the one year anniversary of the 
president’s much ballyhooed “Recovery Summer” 
of 2010. Unfortunately, the recovery did not happen 
because the stimulus plan failed and the result has 

been a prolonged recession.
There was no recovery last year and there will 

be no recovery next year if the president continues 
to pursue his liberal policies. The American people 
are starting to grasp the stakes and will make Barack 
Obama another one term president like Jimmy 
Carter. If not and he is somehow re-elected, the 
recession will end alright, but it might be followed 
by something even worse, a depression. We cannot 
afford to take that chance. 

Jeff Crouere is a native of New Orleans 
and his Louisiana based television program, 
“Ringside Politics,” airs at 7:30 p.m. on Fridays 
and at 10:00 p.m. Sundays on PBS television 
station WLAE-TV, Channel 32, and from 7:00 
a.m. until 11:00 a.m. weekdays on radio station 
WGSO 990 AM in New Orleans and the north 
shore. Crouere is a political analyst for WGNO-
TV ABC26. Visit Crouere’s website at www.
ringsidepolitics.com or email Crouere at jeff@
ringsidepolitics.com.

Crouere
(continued from page 7)

continued from previous page
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St. Jerome Council 6746 of the Knights of Columbus 
is an integral part of the Kenner community, especially 
when it comes to reaching out to those who need help.

Located at 3310 Florida Avenue, the St. Jerome 
Council, William J. Guste, Sr. Assembly #331, Cortez 
Caravan #267 Order of Alhambra, is especially known for 
its work with the mentally challenged. At its hall they host 
non-profit groups that work with the mentally challenged. 
The age of the mentally challenged individuals ranges 
from 18 to 80.

The St. Jerome Council is headed by Brent Smith, 
who is a full-time Grand Knight of the organization. 
Founded in 1976, the St. Jerome Council numbers 
about 150. Their facility was constructed in 1985 and 
is available for rentals. It accommodates up to 250. 
“Our hall is a great place for weddings, anniversary 
celebrations, engagement parties, business meetings, 
reunions and similar events,” says Smith. “We’re booked 
far in advance. We can cater the events that come to our 
hall. Our members and their wives include some excellent 
cooks. And, of course, the more events we host, the more 
we’re able to do for those in need.”

The St. Jerome Council works closely with St. 
Jerome Catholic Church and Father Jimmy Jeanfreau, the 
pastor at the church. “Father Jimmy is deeply involved in 
the community. St. Jerome Church often functions as a 
supplement to the Kenner Food Bank, which, as we all 
know is overwhelmed in these hard times. We collect 
food for the church. It’s just part of the way we function. 
The Knights of Columbus attract individuals who want to 
help,” said Smith.

The St. Jerome Council helps to fund their activities 
with Friday lunches, which always draw big crowds. The 
Friday lunch specials are $6.95 to $7.95 and are served 

from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Stuffed artichokes are $9. 
The St. Jerome Council accepts Visa and MasterCard. 
Phone-in orders are encouraged. The phone numbers are 
469-6736 or 352-7107.

In addition to the Friday lunches, the council hosts a 
fish fry from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on the third Friday 
of each month. “We are especially proud of our seafood 
platter,” says Smith. “There aren’t many who can finish 
it.” A Bonco game from 7:30 p.m. until 10:30 p.m. 
follows the fish fry. Admission, which includes a fish 
dinner, is $12 in advance during the week before or $15 
at the door. Proceeds from the Bonco games funds bingo 
games the council conducts at four senior citizens homes 
throughout the area.

Among the summer highlights will be a summer 
supper dance hosted by the William Guste Sr. 4th Degree 
Assembly 331. The cost is $15 per person at the St. 
Jerome hall with dinner served from 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. 
with a cash bar. Dancing will be offered from 7:30 to 
10:30 p.m. with music provided by Seabrook. For more 
information about this event call 469-6736 or 352-7107.

On August 21, St. Jerome will hold a benefit lunch 
and dance for Chase Curry, a 15-year-old double lung 
transplant who will be hospitalized for the next four 
months. For ticket information, call Anthony Duplessis 
at 296-6406.

Members are involved with seniors by running 
bingos at four different homes for the elderly.

“We are very active and I think we are motivated by 
the fact that our members really love the city of Kenner,” 
says Smith. “This is a wonderful place to live and we’re 
the kind of people at St. Jerome who really have a lot 
of pride in being part of the Kenner community. Kenner 
has been very good to us and as members of the Knights 

of Columbus, we’re glad and honored to be able to give 
back to Kenner.”

For information on joining the St. Knights of 
Columbus call Brent Smith at 352-7107. 

The Kenner Convention 
and Visitors Bureau has made 
history. I’ve said it before and 

now I’m shouting it from the rooftops of Kenner...we 
are making major economic impact history!

We are extremely excited to announce the 
Amateur Athletic Union has awarded our Kenner 
Convention and Visitors Bureau their largest girls’ 
basketball championship tournaments to be brought to 
Kenner, for three years in a row. Let me assure you 
that Kenner and East Jefferson are in for a real treat.

The most coveted annual tournament in AAU 
girls’ basketball is this fifth grade annual national 
championship tournament. Cities such as Chicago, 
Nashville, Orlando, just to name a few, are willing to 
spend thousands to have this championship come to 
their city. Who did AAU pick? The KCVB in Kenner!

The Division I national championship tournament 
for the fifth graders is a big event just by itself, 
however, when you add the Division II and Division 
II championship tournaments with all three divisions 
playing in the same city, at the same time, it’s huge! 

And that’s in our city, Kenner. For the very first time 
in AAU history a Convention and Visitors Bureau has 
achieved the feat of having its city awarded these three 
tournaments, for three straight years. And we are very 
proud of that. Our hard work has paid off. And now 
our city and businesses will reap the benefits.

OK, so what does this mean to Kenner? We 
anticipate over 120 teams converging into Kenner 
in the summer, all at the same time. This equates to 
approximately 4,300 attendees. For the week they 
will be here participating they will have to eat in our 
dining establishments. When 4,300 people are eating 
three meals a day it adds up to a lot of restaurant 
spending. They also have to sleep somewhere. With 
AAU’s new “Stay and Play” rule all teams must stay 
in approved hotels (approved by the KCVB) or they 
cannot play in the tournament. So, about 1,400 rooms 
will be utilized, for at least five nights, which equals 
7,200 room nights. That is almost $1million just for 
hotel rooms. Can you hear the “cha-ching” of sales tax 
dollars into our city’s coffers?

AAU’s research show anticipated spending in the 

host city throughout the week’s tournament by visitors, 
which includes spending on multiple meals daily per 
person, transportation fuel, shopping, touring, rooms, 
etc., is estimated to amass to over $2.5 million! This 
is so exciting to have such a huge influx of money in 
such a short period of time. And we will have it three 
summers in a row.

The first tournament we were awarded will be held 
next summer, from June 24 to 30, 2012. We are looking 
for workers and volunteers. If you are looking for some 
community work next summer, please give us a call.

By the way, take a look at our new website, www.
kennercvb.com and click on the Facebook symbol. 
At our Facebook page you can become part of a fast 
growing amount of fans learning about our exciting 
events, crazy games with prizes and much more. Call 
464-9494 for more information. 

Sharon Solomon is the marketing director for the 
Kenner Convention and Visitors Bureau, located at 
2100 Third Street in Rivertown. Sharon Solomon can 
be reached at 464-9494, via email at kennercvb@aol.
com or at www.kennercvb.com.

Tourism

We’re bringing over $2.5  million to our city to Kenner!
BY SHARON SOLOMON

St. Jerome Council of Knights of Columbus deeply involved in Kenner community, 
with special concern for those who are needy
BY ALLAN KATZ

Community

talked about for decades but not yet achieved. But, believe 
me, this administration knows what we have to do and we 
work at getting it done every single day.”

Mayor Yenni, as chief administrative officer to 
former Mayor Ed Muniz, was part of the team, along 
with help from Kenner District 4 Councilwoman Maria 
DeFrancesch, that convinced Target to open a store in 
The Esplanade mall and is working with the Solomon 
family to hopefully build a multi-screen movie theater 
there. Mayor Yenni, and his staff, after a suggestion by the 
Rivertown Advisory Committee, embraced bringing the 
annual Deutsches Haus Octoberfest event to Rivertown. 
With help from Kenner’s state legislative delegation after 
the suggestion by Kenner District 3 Councilman Ben 
Zahn, the way for the commercialization of Laketown 
has been opened up.

“I love my job,” says Yenni. “I get up raring to go 
every morning. Some days are real good and some days 
aren’t. But that’s what life in government is like. I love 
Kenner and I’m in this for the long haul. If we can all 
work together, we can get a lot done and leave a great 
legacy for our children. That’s what this is all about.”

I think Mayor Yenni’s first year was a B plus.
By the way, congratulations are in order to Mayor 

Yenni on his marriage earlier this year to the lovely 
Michelle Swanner. 

Katz
(continued from page 7)
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CLASS &
MILITARY RINGS

WeddING &
eNGAGeMeNT

GeMSToNe &
dIAMoNd RINGS

Loan must be satisfied within first month.
Regular rate applies retroactively if debt not satisfied within first month.

High Summer Utility Bills?
Let the City of Kenner help you save money and 

stay cool this summer.

Kenner Saves Energy
(504) 267-2037

www.KennerSavesEnergy.com

 e City of Kenner is providing FREE 
home energy check-ups to Kenner residents.

   e COMPLETELY FREE check-up includes:
 FREE home energy assessment including 
 infrared imaging and a blower door test.

 FREE energy-saving products, like compact 
 �uorescent light bulbs.

 FREE how-to book with detailed instructions
 for over 200 home energy e�ciency projects.

Space is limited. Sign up today!

Paid for by an Energy E�ciency and Conservation Block Grant from the U.S. Department of Energy

Health

An update on 
aspirin

BY TONY SIMON AND JOHN BULL

For almost everyone with heart disease 
and survivors of a heart attack or clot-caused 
(ischemic) stroke, there has been an across 
the board recommendation to take an aspirin 
a day. But, how about those who have not 
been diagnosed with heart disease? Would an 
aspirin a day be beneficial for them, too?

Aspirin reduces the risk of having a first 
or repeat heart attack or ischemic stroke, by 
making platelets less likely to form blood 
clots. Your cardiovascular health determines 
how much aspirin will help. The worse it 
is, the more aspirin can do for you and the 
healthier your arteries, the less it will help.

The chances that aspirin can cause a 
problem are about the same no matter where 
you are on the cardiovascular health spectrum. 
Aspirin can upset the stomach, contribute to 
the formation of ulcers and cause bleeding 
in the stomach and intestines – sometimes 
serious enough to require hospitalization and a 
blood transfusion and also increase the risk of 
having a hemorrhagic stroke.

The current national recommendations on 

aspirin use for women and men without heart 
disease from the United States Preventive 
Services Task Force, published in 2009, 
recommend aspirin on a sliding scale based on 
age and cardiovascular risk.

Health guidelines are constantly evolving. 
Three recent studies could someday influence 
the aspirin guidelines and for now offer some 
guidance in knowing if aspirin can help you.

Refining recommendations. Calculating 
your risk is an essential step in determining 
if you should take aspirin. There are several 
calculators at www.health.harvard.edu. These 
calculators give you a percentage. If your 
score is eight percent it means that for every 
100 people like you, eight will have a heart 
attack or stroke over the next 10 years.

A new model suggests that taking aspirin 
offers a substantial benefit if your 10-year 
risk is above 10.6 percent. If it is below six 
percent, the benefits of aspirin are small. If 
your risk falls between six and 10.6 percent 
your preference for or against aspirin should 
guide your decision. Talking with your doctor 
about taking aspirin is the most important part 

continued on page 25
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h REGISTER FOR FALL h
CLASSES:

h Saturdays, August 6, 13, 20, 27 h 
from 10:00am-3:00pm

h Wednesdays, August 10, 17, 24 h 
from 5:00pm-7:00pm

h Dance Company Auditions h 
August 15 & 16

 

h Tap h Pre-School h Ballet

h Mom & Tot h Adult Jazz & Tap  h Pointe 

h Lyrical h Floor Gymnastics  h Hip Hop

h Jazz h Youth Adult Performing Company

h Zumba

Automatic Automatic 
Transmission, Inc.Transmission, Inc.

Dennis AutomotiveDennis Automotive

“Proudly Serving Kenner and the Metro Area Since 1976!”

2220 Airline Drive • Kenner, LA  70062
(504) 466-1381

Child traveling for school in August?
Make sure she's safe on the road!

Let us service your vehicle.

FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

NATIONWIDE WARRANTY

R Safety Check

R A/C Service

R Oil and Filter change

R Radiator, belts, hoses

R Transmission Service

R Alignment 

Law

While most 
s u c c e s s i o n s 
(probate) can 

be handled relatively fast through 
our excellent probate system in 
Louisiana, there are some successions 
that are complicated even when there 
is a will. Here are some examples of 
more lengthy successions.

John was married twice and 
divorced twice. He had a son with 
his first wife and another son with a 
mistress. He had no relationship with 
his sons from the time they were born 
until he died. He did not have any 
children with his second wife.

Mary was never married and did 
not have any children. John and Mary 
became “soul mates” about 10 years 
before they died.

John was stricken with terminal 
cancer and attempted to protect Mary 
in a will as it was assumed he would 
die first. He acknowledged his two 
sons in his will, but did not give them 
anything. He gave everything to Mary. 
However, he did not have a secondary 
provision for what he wanted to do 
should Mary predecease him.

Mary also executed a will in 
which she left all of her real estate to 
John and the balance of her estate to a 
trust for the benefit of her nieces and 
nephews. John and Mary owned some 
real estate together, and Mary owned 
some real estate in her name only.

To everyone’s surprise, Mary died 
suddenly before John. John opened 
her succession, but did not see it 
through to completion because of his 
own ill health. He also did not write 
another will. John died four months 
after Mary. 

Consequently, John’s estate 
inherited the real estate from Mary’s 
estate under the provisions of her will.

Mary’s estate did not inherit from 
John’s estate because she died first. 
Since John’s will made no provision 
for the possibility of Mary dying 
first, the disposal of his estate was 
controlled by the Louisiana laws of 
intestacy. The illegitimate son and the 
legitimate son had equal inheritance 
rights and were the only heirs of their 
father. The two sons had never met 
and barely knew of the existence of 
each other.

As there was property in multiple 
parishes with two estates involved, the 

succession of John was more lengthy 
and costly. A well-seasoned estate 
planning attorney would have advised 
John to have a back-up plan stated in 
his will providing for the disposal of 
his estate if Mary had predeceased 
him. It is also advisable to have back 
up executors and trustees in case 
the ones appointed are unable or 
unwilling to serve in those capacities.

Another example of a lengthy 
succession is one in which a parent 
treats children unequally in a will and 
one gets angry. Parents give unequal 
amounts for a variety of reasons. One 
prominent reason is because one child 
does more of the caretaking of the 
parent than the other child. The parent 
wishes to reward one child for their 
attention and care. One case involved 
two daughters. One daughter was very 
attentive to her mother. The other 
daughter lived out of state and never 
contacted her mother. There were no 
visits, no birthday cards, no phone 
calls, etc.

Neither daughter was a forced 
heir under Louisiana law as both were 
adults and not disabled. The mother 
left her separate property (her house) 
to the attentive daughter and split the 
remainder of her estate between the 
two women. The disgruntled woman 
hired and fired a multitude of lawyers, 
contested everything and caused the 
estate to remain open for seven years 
before finalization. The costs, fees 
and length of the case were directly 
caused by the inattentive, disgruntled 
daughter. The mother could have left 
this daughter absolutely nothing.

In conclusion, in Louisiana most 
estates can be opened and closed in 
a very timely, cost-effective manner, 
but there are always exceptions. It 
is wise to consult with a seasoned 
estate planning attorney to prepare 
your estate planning documents. 
Additionally, you should make the 
attorney aware of any potential 
conflicts among your heirs. 

James L. Melchers is the senior 
attorney at Melchers Law Firm, 
located at 909 West Esplanade Avenue 
in Kenner and the firm’s primary 
areas of practice are estate planning, 
wills, trusts, successions, corporate 
law, and personal injury. Melchers 
can be reached at 467-1092 or visit 
the website at www.melcherslawfirm.

Complicated successions
BY JAMES L. MELCHERS
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6900 Veterans Blvd.
Matairie Louisiana 70003

www.dealndougs.com

Hours of Operation:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 8pm
Saturday: 9am - 8pm

Sunday: Closed

2007 Impala

$12,990 $235
month

2006 Mercedes 
CLS500

$29,990 $477
month

2007 Hummer 
H3

$16,990 $289
month

2006 Nissan 
Sentra

$8,990 $195
month

2004 BMW
330I

$14,990 $298
month

2010 Ford
Fusion

$16,990 $289
month

2009 Nissan 
Armada SE

$22,990 $388
month

2005 Ford
Mustang GT

$16,990 $289
month

2001 Chevrolet 
Monte Carlo SS

$5,990 $188
month

2010 Chevrolet 
Camaro RS

SHOWROOM NEW & 
FULLY LOADED

$12,990 $245
month

$12,990 $245
month

2010 Chevrolet 
HHR 1LT

2006 Infi niti G35 
SEDAN

Airport

Jobs at the airport
BY IFTIKHAR AHMAD
Director of Aviation
Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport

L o u i s 
A r m s t r o n g 
New Orleans 

International Airport plays many roles in 
the community. While some may think 
of the airport as nothing more than a 
transportation center where airplanes land 
and passengers and cargo move from 
one place to another, in reality the airport 
is much more than that. The airport is 
a source of revenue for government 
municipalities, a partner in industry with 
local businesses and most importantly in 
this troubled economy a provider of jobs. 
Armstrong International Airport is one of 
the largest employers in the metropolitan 
New Orleans area with over 4,000 
employee badges issued.

Last year in my “100 Day Airport 
Assessment Report” to the New Orleans 
Aviation Board, I expressed my concern 
that Armstrong International Airport 
was woefully under staffed with airport 
management and operations personnel 
for an airport its size. After Hurricane 
Katrina in 2005 as most of our readers 
know, many of our residents including 
airport employees were scattered across 
the country. Many returned, but many 
did not. Because of the uncertainty of 
the financial challenge that lay ahead 
for the city of New Orleans, the city 
administration determined downsizing 
the civil service staff in the city and at 
the airport was necessary. This decision 
resulted in 104 NOAB employees being 
laid off and never replaced. Instead, 
the remaining staff assumed additional 
duties to maintain the operation of the 
airport while many responsibilities were 
assigned to third party contractors.

I am happy to say that a plan to re-
staff that was put into action after the 
report review is paying dividends. As 
of this writing, the NOAB has hired 58 
employees towards its goal of 100 hires by 
year’s end. Positions filled have included 
executive staff, clerical support, customer 
service representatives, technical staff, 
tradesman (electricians, machinists, 
painters, plumbers, etc.), engineers 
and accounting personnel. To view the 
additional employment opportunities 
with the NOAB, visit the airport 
website at www.flymsy.com, click on 
“Employee Information” on the website 
homepage, then click on “Employment 
Opportunities.” All NOAB employment 
announcements and applications for the 
airport are managed by the city’s civil 
service department and job descriptions 
and qualifications for open NOAB 
positions may be viewed by clicking on 

the respective links.
In addition to the NOAB, our airport 

is composed of a number of employers 
that utilize job skill sets of all types. The 
obvious employer at an airport is an airline 
and we have 10. They utilize personnel 
in ticketing, operations and service for 
their respective airline. In addition, there 
are providers of contract services to the 
airlines with fuel, supplies and baggage 
handling. Other employees that provide 
support to the airlines are the security 
screeners of the Transportation Security 
Administration. These people are federal 
employees. Next are our vendors. Their 
services include food eateries, finance 
(banking, currency exchange and tax-
free refunds) gift shops (books, gifts 
and music), transportation (rental cars, 
limos, shuttles and taxis), housekeeping 
and miscellaneous services (shoe shine, 
shipping and baggage storage). Another 
type of employer at the airport is the 
various construction contractors. The 
airport is undergoing a multi-million 
dollar modernization of the infrastructure 
which means a number of construction 
jobs are in gear both in and around the 
terminal.

Because businesses at Armstrong 
International Airport are diverse, they 
maintain individual hiring practices and 
methods for employment application. 
There is no single human resources 
department in the airport. To apply for 
a job at the airport, an applicant should 
know what type of work they are seeking, 
who the various airport employers are 
and what the application procedure is for 
each employer. A suggested source for 
discovering who is operating a business 
at Armstrong International is the airport 
website, www.flymsy.com. On the website, 
the job seeker can see the location of 
various businesses in the airport. Some 
even have links to their own websites that 
will give information about employment 
with their firm. 

Iftikhar Ahmad, director of aviation 
for Louis Armstrong New Orleans 
International Airport may be reached at 
director@flymsy.com. Check your local 
listings for the air time of the Armstrong 
International Airport 30 minute television 
program, “Airport Alive,” or view it on 
the airport website, www.flymsy.com, 
by clicking on the “Airport Alive” link 
on the “News and Stats” page. You can 
now follow the airport on Facebook.com/
Armstrongintl and Twitter @NO Airport. 
To find out how to be a volunteer at the 
airport, click on “Ambassador” on the 
airport’s website homepage.
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DANCE CLASSES
FOR

ALL AGES
2401 Veterans

in Kenner

For class schedules and more information
www.cdadance.com (504) 466-5856

• Ballet • Tap • Modern

• Jazz/Hip Hop • Acrobatics

• Preschool Dance

• We Provide Fun for All ages
through a small class
environment!

• Family oriented Recitals

• Exercise while your child
attends dance class!

Zumba classes in Kenner and Metairie, 
see our website for times and locations:

Zumba® and Zumba Fitness ® are registered
trademarks of Zumba Fitness, LLC

C
D

ADance
& Fitness

Register Now

Automotive

Back to school car care tips save money and bring parents peace of mind
BY SCOTT ZIMMERMAN

With a new 
school year here 
again, parents 
and students 
are diligently 

preparing by purchasing books, selecting 
new clothes and stocking up on supplies 
for the classroom. These items are truly 
essential for any successful educational 
experience, but what about the student’s 
means of transportation? Have they 
thought about the reliability and safety 
of the car that gets them to and from 
school?

Proper vehicle maintenance is an 
important issue that many parents fail 
to address before their child goes back 
to school. Whether they’re driving 200 
miles to college or three miles to high 
school, students should know the basics 
of auto maintenance. It’s a survival skill 
that will serve them well throughout the 
remainder of their adult lives.

During the school year, a student’s 
vehicle could go through all kinds of 
driving conditions. The problem is that 
many young drivers don’t have a clue or 
even care how their car works and what 
they need to do to keep their vehicle in 
good working condition.

In a survey by www.AutoExtra.
com, 76 percent of student drivers have 
their own cars and 82 percent of those 
were bought used. And, over half of 
the cars they own cost under $10,000. 
Since most of the cars that students 
drive were used cars they usually have 
higher mileage so maintenance is more 
frequent. The usual wear and tear on a 
vehicle can be a problem and if ignored 
can end up costing a lot of money.

All too often if a student’s vehicle 
has a breakdown the burden falls onto 
the parent. So it’s a good idea to school 
your child on the importance of good 
car maintenance to make even the 
highest mileage cars safe and reliable 

on the road.
Every student should know about 

the following six key maintenance tips.
Know how your car works. Many 

young people don’t know how the 
automobile works. Because cars have 
become so complicated, working with 
dad on the family car on a Saturday 
morning has almost become a thing of 
the past. The basic knowledge of how 
to maintain and make small repairs 
has been lost on younger people. It’s 
important to pop open the hood and 
explain to them the different parts of the 
car including where and how to check 
fluids. Something basic like this can 
save them a lot of money in the future.

Keep up with basic maintenance. 
Simple things like oil changes and tire 
rotation make a big difference over the 
life of the car. Also, making sure that all 
fluid levels including brake, transmission 
and coolant of the car are properly filled 
is very important. This type of regular 
maintenance is inexpensive and doesn’t 
take long but is one of the most critical 
things you can do to ensure you have a 
reliable car.

Follow the maintenance schedule 
in the owner’s manual. Major auto 
repairs usually cost more because the 
owner ignored the manufacturer’s 
recommended maintenance schedule. 
Cars do wear out. When you put off a 
mechanical problem it only gets worse 
and usually costs a lot more in the end.

Get to know the sounds of your 
car. Cars are noisy contraptions and each 
one has a unique sound and personality 
so it’s really important to know your car 
and be able to recognize what kind of 
noises are normal and those that are not. 
If a strange noise is coming from under 
the hood then chances are something 
is wearing out and needs maintenance. 
By paying attention to your car and 
knowing its normal sounds, you’ll 

recognize when something is wrong and 
fix it before it’s too late.”

Pay attention to your dash 
board lights. The gauges and warning 
lights on the dash board are the best 
indicators of how your car is doing. 
When the temperature gauge rises or 
the oil pressure gauge drops you know 
you have a problem that’s serious. The 
“check engine” light is also important 
but often ignored by young drivers. 
It detects more subtle problems that 
typically lead to bigger issues. Don’t 
ignore this light because it is there for 
a reason.

Have your car inspected before 
you buy. When students are excited 
about the purchase of a vehicle, even a 
used one, they are usually not going to 
evaluate it objectively. The excitement of 
getting a car causes them to overlook the 
unpleasant details of what repairs could 

soon be needed. A qualified mechanic 
can thoroughly inspect the car and spot 
major repair issues before buying. Their 
experience and knowledge of the repair 
history of different brands will help 
avoid making a costly mistake. No own 
wants to put their child in a lemon and 
they are always out there for sale.

By following these practical tips 
students can make sure their vehicle is 
reliable and ready when they need it. 
And parents will have the peace of mind 
that their child is driving in a safely 
maintained car. 

Scott Zimmerman is the owner of 
Scotty’s Tire and Automotive, Inc., a 
family-owned and operated full-service 
tire and automotive shop, located at 
4200 Williams Boulevard in Kenner. 
Store hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s 
website is www.scottystireauto.com.

Business

Georgy’s Salon Spa owner Pam Georgy announced stylist Michelle Eusea as 
the winner of Georgy’s Hair Salon Spa’s retail guest care contest held in June 2011. 
Eusea wins a free trip in October to the Aveda Congress International Show in St. 
Paul, Minnesota, which is held every three years. The show features the Aveda 
U.S.A. and Canadian hair teams plus Aveda top-of-the-line industry educators from 
around the world to provide cutting-edge education and inspiration to their network 
of salons and spa professionals. Stylist Denise McKnight was the runner-up in the 
contest and will also attend the Aveda show. The Georgy’s staff includes (back row) 
Michelle Terry, Allysun Mire, Samia Gonzalez, Marsha Hulsey and Marylynh Vu 
and (front row) Esperanza Lopez, Denise McKnight, owner Pam Georgy, Michelle 
Eusea, manager Eileen Zaror and Brooke Montz. 

Georgy’s Salon Spa names contest winners

Denise McKnight, Michelle Eusea
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Melchers Law Firm
909 West Esplanade Ave., Suite 206, Kenner, LA  70065

(504) 467-1092
www.melcherslawfirm.com

Wills  Trusts
Successions
Business Law

Personal Injury
Over 30 years experience

MLF

James L. Melchers, Attorney-At-Law
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Networking begins at 11:30 a.m. • Meeting at 12:00
E-mail reservations@kpba.biz to make luncheon reservations

reservations@kpba.biz

Networking begins at 11:30 a.m. • Meeting at 12:00
E-mail reservations@kpba.biz to make luncheon reservations

Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner

The Kenner Professional Business
Association’s (KPBA)

Monthly Luncheon
Tuesday, August 16, 2011

August
Speakers

Dr. Dawn Puente
Vice President of Medical Affairs

 
Paolo Zambito

Chief Executive Officer 

Need a car? How do I get the best deal?
BY DOUg TURNER

Automotive

Most people 
hate the prospect 
of searching for 
a new or used 
car. Some say 

it’s worse than going to the dentist. It 
doesn’t have to be that bad. The trick 
is to do your homework before you go 
shopping at your local dealership.

If you are interested in a new car 
you can start your shopping online. 
Whatever vehicle you are interested in, 
for instance, a 2011 Chevrolet Camaro, 
you will be able to find out everything 
you need to know about the car by 
visiting Chevrolet’s website. Pricing, 
options, colors and technical data, 
among other things, are all listed for you 
to access. You can even find websites 
that will give you cost figures.

In fact, you can now contact local 
dealerships by email and tell them 
what vehicle and options you want and 
they will quote you a price along with 
financing options, interest rates choices, 
etc. Usually if you contact at least three 
dealerships you will know what the car 
will cost within a few dollars. Some 

people may prefer to shop interest rates 
with their own bank or credit union. 
If you know your credit score before 
shopping it’s good to tell the dealerships 
because all rates are score-driven and 
frequent credit score checks by vendors 
will lower your score.

Another important step is to check 
out the dealerships you may shop, 
which is easy to do by simply contacting 
the Better Business Bureau by email or 
phone. The BBB will tell you about the 
company, its history, if there are any 
complaints and how any complaints 
were handled.

Armed with all this info you can 
walk into a dealership confident and in 
control.

The process is about the same if you 
are in the market for a used car and visit 
a dealership. The Internet will provide 
you tons of information about the year, 
make and model of any vehicle. Online 
you can also visit www.autotrader.
com, www.cars.com, www.nola.com or 
“Google” the car you are interested in. 
You will be amazed at the number of 
vehicles for sale. Many times you will 

be lead to a used car dealer’s website to 
see pictures and details of the various 
vehicles for sale. You can make an offer 
or call the dealer for more info or to ask 
questions.

How much should you offer? There 
are several good websites you can visit 
to find out, such as www.kbb.com (Kelly 
Blue Book) or www.nada.com (National 
Automobile Dealers Association) which 
will give you a national average on all 
makes and models. Compare national 
averages to what you find at the local 
dealerships as they should be close or 
lower in price. Always ask what type 
of warranty is offered with the vehicle 
and if an extended warranty is available. 
It is just as important to check with the 
BBB as to the reputation of the used car 
dealership you are considering buying 
a car from. Most are reputable but do 
your homework. Also, explore all your 
financing options to get the deal that 
works for you.

It is a very good idea to have 
the vehicle inspected by a certified 
mechanic before you buy. Most used car 
dealerships will provide a free Carfax 

history report for their vehicles. The 
Carfax report will list the number of 
owners, any accidents, service records 
or any title issues or problems.

The bottom line is to do your 
homework before you set foot into 
a new or used car dealership and be 
confident that you are in control. You 
can’t say that when you walk into the 
dentist office! 

Doug Turner is president of Deal’n 
Doug’s Autoplex, which stocks all types 
of vehicles, cars, trucks, SUVs and vans 
priced from $5,000 to $25,000, located 
at 6900 Veterans Boulevard in Metairie. 
Turner, in the automobile business for 
over 32 years and an fourteen-year 
member of the Better Business Bureau, 
was appointed in 2009 by Governor 
Bobby Jindal to the board of the 
Louisiana Used Vehicle Commission, 
which licenses and oversees the used 
vehicle industry in Louisiana. Turner 
can be reached at 887-3131 or online at 
doug@dealndougs.com.

Health

A n t e r i o r 
knee pain or pain 
localized to the 

front of the knee is 
a common knee complaint. Anterior knee 
pain presents a challenge in diagnosis and 
treatment for the orthopedic physician. 
Anterior knee pain can be caused by several 
pathologic conditions including tendonitis, 
cartilage damage or wear and patellar 
(kneecap) malalignment or instability. A 
careful history and physical examination 
along with diagnostic testing are important 
factors in determining the correct diagnosis 
and treatment for anterior knee pain.

History should try to differentiate 
between knee complaints related to pain 
versus instability. Patients typically report 
pain over the front of the knee; pain may 
occur at rest or in association with activities 
such as stair climbing, squatting or kneeling. 
Onset of pain may occur acutely following 
traumatic injury or may present as a result 
of a change in routine or activity level such 
as embarking on a new or different exercise 
program. Physical examination focuses on 
limb alignment, the presence of tenderness 
over tendons and ligaments surrounding the 
patella, assessment of muscular tightness 
and imbalance and evaluation of patellar 

tracking. Plain radiographs (X-rays) are 
useful to determine presence of arthritic 
changes in the patellofemoral joint and 
assess presence of patellar tilt or extremity 
malalignment. On occasion additional 
diagnostic testing such as MRI or CT 
scans may be helpful in assessing articular 
cartilage or patellofemoral alignment.

The mainstay of treatment for anterior 
knee pain is nonsurgical. Studies have 
shown that a period of rest, quadriceps 
strengthening exercises, stretching and anti-
inflammatory medication have been highly 
successful in producing relief. Bracing has 
been used with success in patients with 
symptomatic patellar instability. Surgery 
is usually not necessary for most patients 
with anterior knee pain. For some patients 
with cartilage damage of the patella, 
arthroscopy can be helpful. Patients with 
lateral tilt of the patella and subluxation 
who fail extensive nonsurgical treatment 
may benefit from realignment procedures. 
Cartilage restoration procedures for the 
patellofemoral joint have been met with 
mixed results. Isolated replacement of the 
patellofemoral joint for severe cartilage 
degeneration is infrequently performed. In 
order to accurately diagnose and treat the 

Anterior knee pain: A common 
orthopedic complaint
BY THOMAS R. LYONS, M.D.

continued on page 26
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Thursday, August 4 and 18, 2011

Attention Business Owners
Be An Achiever!

• Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
• Be A Confident Public Speaker • Improve Profitability

The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast.

at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd., Kenner
THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION

Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member

Over the past 
several years, 
Ochsner-Kenner 
has experienced 
vast growth 

with key additions to our outstanding 
medical staff, the availability of a 
wide range of general and specialty 
medical services, and the use of the 
latest technological and innovative 
equipment. The facility itself has been 
expanded, renovated and beautified to 
meet the constantly changing needs of 
both our medical staff and patients.

Over the next few months, the 
following prominent physicians will 
join Ochsner’ group practice:

Dr. Lewis Siegel, a longtime local 
cardiologist in the Kenner/Metairie 
and River Parish region, will be the 
cornerstone of the Ochsner-Kenner 
cardiology group;

Dr. Simonette Jones, a hospital-
based cardiologist, will provide highly 
specialized cardiology care;

Dr. Shontell Thomas, who is fluent 
in Spanish and a graduate of Emory, 

will become the seventh OB/GYN at 
Ochsner-Kenner joining Drs. Michael 
Cohen, Vincent Culotta, Christine 
Jordan, Amy Truitt, Alfred Wiedemann 
and Michael Wiedemann;

Dr. Erin Brewer, a primary care 
physician who has worked in the public 
health arena will join our Driftwood 
clinic practice;

Dr. Julia Havlovic, a primary care 
physician who did her residency in 
Alaska, will practice in suite 210 of our 
medical office building;

Dr. Terry Delord, the former 
director of the LSU Internal Medicine 
Residency Program, will become the 
new director of primary care for the 
Kenner region and will practice in suite 
210 of our medical office building;

Dr. Eric Heinberg, a general 
surgeon who trained at Swedish 
Medical Center in Seattle and was 
recently on active duty in Afghanistan, 
will practice general surgery in suite 
210 of our medical office building;

Dr. Jeanne Ann Waller, a hospital-
based pediatrician, will join our 

neonatal ICU team.
Our outstanding healthcare 

professionals always put our patients 
first and ensure that each patient’s 
needs are consistently met. Ochsner-
Kenner provides open access for 
patients with physicians offering same 
day appointments in all specialties. 
Patient satisfaction scores in our 
Ochsner Clinics have remained over 95 
percent for the past 18 months and our 
core quality indicators for perfect care 
are above average.

Physical changes and 
improvements at Ochsner-Kenner 
abound. The parking lot of the medical 
office building is being reconfigured 
to be more handicapped accessible, 
new parking spaces are being added 
directly up against the building and 
new, improved ramps leading into the 
building are under construction. On 
the fifth floor of the hospital, areas 
are undergoing renovation to upgrade 
medical surgical beds. Our lab is 
expanding to provide the advanced 
testing and the blood bank is also 

expanding to accommodate growing 
patient volumes.

Ochsner-Kenner invites you to tour 
our facility or call for more information 
to see that it is an outstanding choice 
for your healthcare needs, so close 
to home. Ochsner-Kenner remains 
dedicated to providing our patients 
with the accessible and quality medical 
services the community deserves. 

Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief 
executive officer at Ochsner Medical 
Center-Kenner and has served in this 
role for six years. Zambito has been at 
the Kenner facility for over 20 years. 
Zambito, who serves on the boards of 
the National Kidney Foundation of 
Louisiana and the Louisiana Extended 
Care Hospital of Kenner is also a 
member of the Jefferson Chamber of 
Commerce and the Hispanic Chamber 
of Commerce of Louisiana. For 
more information of the services and 
physicians at Ochsner Medical Center-
Kenner call 464-8000.

Health

Ochsner-Kenner: An outstanding choice for your healthcare
BY PAOLO ZAMBITO

Community

Kenner’s Leisure Services offers ceramics along with unique classes for fall
A wide variety of classes will 

be offered by Kenner Recreation’s 
Leisure Service Division this fall. 
Manager Kerri McGovern Diaz said, 
“We have many new and exciting 
things happening in our Leisure 
Services Department this fall. We 
are partnering with the Science 
Center to offer some unique classes 
in Rivertown. Our first class will be 
Special FX, which is a Halloween-
themed special effects class that will 
teach kids how to create blood and 

slime, show them how to apply special 
effects make-up and cool tricks using 
dry ice. We will also have a snow-
themed science class in December 
where children will learn how to make 
their own snow.”

Diaz said that having the Children’s 
Castle now part of the city’s recreation 
department gives the Leisure Services 
Department room to branch out further 
in the drama and theatre programs as 
they will now be able to offer singing 
and acting classes year round. The 

first of these classes will start this fall 
with a show to be held in December 
for family and friends.

The gardening classes are also 
expanding with the help of Monsanto 
grant funding. Diaz said, “We started 
with container and backyard gardening 
and are now adding composting and 
ornamental and edible tree classes. We 
are improving the Kenner Greenhouse 
and are excited about what is growing 
there.”

“One Day Workshops have become 
very popular over the last few years 
because they are all-inclusive classes 
and are easily able to fit into busy 
schedules,” Diaz said. “A wide variety 
of these workshops will be available 
this fall. Among these workshops are 
P.M. Paint Party, Rosary making and 
Christmas stained glass.”

The city’s ceramics program 
has been around for over 30 years, 
recently moving from the community 
services department to the recreation 
department. Diaz says, “The ceramics 
program has utilized pouring 
techniques for many years and has 
a large stock of ceramic molds to fit 
almost any interest. The ceramics 

program is one of the last in the area 
that still offers pouring and greenware. 
Along with traditional ceramic classes, 
Leisure Services will now offer 
contemporary ceramic classes. These 
classes include ceramic bisque-only, 
which is appealing because already-
fired bisque pieces can be finished 
in half the time.” A wide variety of 
pieces are available and beginner, 
intermediate and advanced classes are 
offered to suit any level of expertise. 
Children’s classes and parent and 
child classes are now offered year 
round. The city has plans to open the 
studio on Saturdays for $5 per person 
for adults and children.

Kenner’s Leisure Service new 
offices are now located in the city’s 
recreation department at 1905 24th 
Street down the street from the Kenner 
Brake Tag Station. Hours are 8:30 a.m. 
until 8:30 p.m. The phone numbers are 
468-7268 or 468-7284.

All class days, times and fees 
can be found in the city of Kenner’s 
Leisure Service fall brochure in the 
eight-page centerfold of this edition 
of the  or on the city’s website, www.
kenner.la.us. 
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Banking

All of us 
have been 
c o n c e r n e d 
by the fiscal 
p r o b l e m s 

facing our local, state and federal 
government. We just finished a 
tough fiscal session in the state of 
Louisiana and the federal problems 
look like a real mess. Whether you 
want to raise taxes or cut spending 
the problem is so big that real 
sacrifice will be required.

Unfortunately, it looks like at the 
state level we may have made some 
real bad decisions that will make the 
problem worse rather than better.

It seems that a large retirement 
system in the state invested money 
in a small hedge fund that looks a lot 
like Bernie Madoff’s fraud scheme. 
The fund promised a guaranteed high 
rate of return, around 12 percent, 
and stated that they had never had a 
month with a loss. Wow, where do I 
sign up? In addition, the fund seems 
to have had a complicated series of 

feeder funds that could borrow and 
invest in each other. Apparently 
audits for the last two years have 
not been produced and when the 
state asked to withdraw some of 
its money, it’s been reported they 
received a promissory note instead 
of cash.

It all looks a little fishy. If we 
lose all of the invested money, the 
taxpayers could be on the hook for 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 
$100 million since we, the taxpayers, 
have to make up any shortfall in the 
pension funds. No one knows how 
much we will lose but it doesn’t look 
good.

How does this apply to you, 
other than the prospect of either 
losing government services or 
paying higher taxes? Well, it is a 
good reminder that “if it looks too 
good to be true” it almost always “is 
too good to be true.”

In today’s market, a 12 percent 
guaranteed return is way too high to 
be credible. Stocks over the last 50 

years have averaged a 7.13 percent 
return and the investable hedge fund 
index returned 7.87 percent but for 
a shorter time period. Long-term 
treasuries yielded 6.23 percent for 
the same time period.

The first red flag was the yield. 
The lack of clarity and the lack of 
audited financials was the second 
red flag.

Warren Buffet is probably the 
best stock picker around in our 
lifetime. None the less, he has had 
down months and down years. He 
has never guaranteed a return and 
certainly never boasted of not ever 
having a down month. It is possible 
the state found a better investment 
manager than Warren Buffet, but it 
is unlikely.

The last red flag was the 
unbelievable and unverifiable 
performance claim.

You can avoid these mistakes 
by avoiding overly optimistic 
performance claims, running away 
from guarantees, unless they are 

verified and supported by an entity 
with real net worth, and by all means, 
never invest in any company that 
can’t produce accurate and timely 
financial statements.

There are still some safe 
guaranteed investments. A bank 
certificate of deposit is one. The 
rates may be low right now but as 
long you stay under the $250,000 
FDIC limit, you are guaranteed to 
get your money back with interest.

If someone presents you with a 
“too good to be true investment” by 
all means come in to your local bank. 
They can provide sound advice and 
steer you in the right direction.

If only the state had done that. 
Guy Williams is president and 

chief executive officer of Gulf Coast 
Bank and Trust Company. Their 
Kenner branch office is located at 
3410 Williams Boulevard. Brian 
Behlar, branch manager, can be 
contacted at 565-3661. Visit Gulf 
Coast Bank and Trust’s website at 
www.gulfbank.com.

Say it ain’t so
BY gUY WILLIAMS

Health
Nutrition and arthritis
BY CRAIg gOODWIN

Arthritis is the most common cause of disability in the United 
States and affects over 43 million Americans. Osteoarthritis is a 
condition characterized by the breakdown of cartilage that lines 
or cushions the ends of bones. As cartilage deteriorates, bones 
begin to rub against one another causing stiffness and pain that 

make the joint difficult to use. Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic disease, characterized by 
inflammation of the lining (synovium) of the joints. Rheumatoid arthritis can lead to long-
term joint damage, resulting in chronic pain, loss of function and disability.

Nutrition is a vital tool in fighting arthritis. Food allergy can trigger arthritis for some 
people and if there is a food that makes your joints hurt or swell you should avoid it, no 
matter how healthy it would be for someone who’s not sensitive to it. Foods affect the joints 
in two major ways. First, certain foods trigger the symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis and 
eliminating these foods sometimes causes even long-standing symptoms to improve or even 
remit entirely. Second, certain fatty acids have an anti-inflammatory action that can reduce 
joint pain, stiffness and swelling. In 1981 the British Medical Journal reported the case of 
a woman whose battle with rheumatoid arthritis suddenly ended when doctors discovered 
that her symptoms were triggered by corn products. Corn was eliminated from her diet and, 
after 25 years of joint pains, her symptoms were gone.

The most common nutritional recommendations for helping reduce the symptoms of 
arthritis are eating six to eight servings of fruits and vegetables every day and choose those 
with bright or deep colors like cherries, berries and sweet potatoes. Extra-virgin olive oil, 
flaxseed oil and flaxseed meal also have significant anti-inflammatory effects. Beans and 
other legumes are excellent nutritional foods that have anti-inflammatory effects. Using 
spices in preparing your food, such as ginger, will also provide excellent anti-inflammatory 
effects. The amount of ginger usually used is one-half to one teaspoon (one to two grams) 
of powdered ginger each day. Other spices, including clove oil, garlic, turmeric and cumin 
have shown similar effects. One of the most significant things you can do is to avoid sugar 
and foods with added sugar and refined carbohydrates. Several studies have shown that 
consuming foods of this type aggravates inflammation.

Physical activity and weight loss are two effective non-drug treatments for osteoarthritis. 
Physical activity on a regular basis helps strengthen muscles and bones, increases flexibility 
and stamina and improves your general sense of well-being. Shedding extra pounds can 

continued on page 26
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We are a locally owned, independently operated,
family funeral home continuing a tradition that has
endured for 119 years! And we believe that makes a
great difference in the care, service and value your

family receives. If you ever have a question or would
like more information feel free to call or stop by.

East Jefferson General 
Hospital is extremely proud to 
announce that our innovative 
program to reduce the number 
of elective, pre-term baby 

deliveries has been so successful, that it is now being 
adopted in 20 hospitals throughout the state. This 
program has directly lowered the number of babies 
admitted to our neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) 
by 20 percent.

Louisiana Health Secretary Bruce Greenstein 
has made pre-term deliveries a priority for the state, 
especially in light of the 2010 March of Dimes 
Prematurity Report Card that grades Louisiana with 
a “F.” The state-wide effort is named the “39-Week 
Initiative.” They consider a pre-term delivery prior to 
39 weeks of pregnancy, and it can lead to significant 
health complications to the baby. Among those 
complications can be low birth weight, organs not 
being fully developed and potentially lower cognitive 
function.

Although health officials are trying to improve all 
pre-term deliveries through improved prenatal care, a 
primary focus is on the elective, pre-term births that 
are not medically needed. These are deliveries agreed 
upon between the mother and the physician.

Area reports quote Greenstein saying, “Too 
many doctors and too many women just don’t fully 

understand the risks, even in a healthy pregnancy. 
That’s what makes the 39-Weeks Initiative so 
effective, as it brings the government and private 
sectors together toward a common goal that benefits 
everyone.”

For East Jefferson, one of the reasons we decided 
to take a leading and proactive stance on elective, pre-
term deliveries was a report in a 2006 issue of Journal 
of Obstetrics, Gynecology and Neonatal published by 
the Association of Women’s Health, Obstetrics and 
Neonatal Nurses. They discussed in this report the 
number of health issues associated with elective, pre-
term deliveries.

It was then that we began developing protocols 
and education on this important issue. The outcome of 
our efforts has been tremendous. We have been able 
to reduce the number from 503 to 16, but that number 
needs to be zero.

“We are always looking at the latest research and 
clinical studies to see how we can improve the care 
we provide,” says Paula Adamcewicz, RN, director of 
EJGH Woman and Child Services. “Our physicians 

and staff saw an immediate way to reduce these 
numbers and show how much of a positive difference 
it can make in the health of our babies. We are proud 
that hospitals throughout the state are now also 
embracing this program.”

EJGH will continue to look for new ways to 
improve care through evidence-based medicine. 
Through our efforts, babies are now being delivered 
healthier and getting a great start on life. Preventable 
admits to the NICU allows babies to go home on time 
and spares the costly healthcare expenses associated 
with additional medical care. This is an absolute win 
for families throughout our state. 

 Keith M. Darcey is a communications specialist 
with East Jefferson General Hospital located at 
4200 Houma Boulevard in Metairie. Darcey can be 
reached at 889-7110 or at kdarcey@ejgh.org. East 
Jefferson General Hospital, Louisiana’s first Nurse 
Magnet hospital, is a publicly owned, not-for-profit 
community hospital, providing care to the residents 
of the East Bank of Jefferson Parish and surrounding 
communities. EJGH’s website is www.ejgh.org.

Health

EJGH a state leader on pre-term deliveries
BY KEITH M. DARCEY

The August 16, 2011 
Kenner Professional Business 
Association’s monthly luncheon 
will feature two speakers from 
Ochsner Medical Center-
Kenner., OMC-K Chief 
Executive Officer Paolo Zambito 
and OMC-K Vice President of 
Medical Affairs Dr. Dawn Puente. 
In addition a team from OMC-K 
will be present from 11:30 a.m. 
until 1:30 p.m. to provide blood pressure, glucose and 
cholesterol screenings and an OMC-K physician and 
staff will be on-site to provide consultations regarding 
the screening results.

Prior to being named as CEO of Ochsner Medical 
Center-Kenner, Zambito served as the chief operating 
officer, chief nursing officer and critical care director at 
Kenner Regional Medical Center. Zambito also worked 
at Charity Hospital of New Orleans as a SICU manager. 
He is a member of the Jefferson Chamber of Commerce 
and the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Louisiana 
and has served as treasurer on the board of directors of 
the National Kidney Foundation of Louisiana. Zambito 
is a recipient of the “Great 100 Nurses of 2000” award 
and is an affiliate of the American College of Healthcare 

Executives. He is originally from 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada and 
attended high school in the New 
Orleans metro area.

Dr. Puente earned her 
medical degree from the Penn 
State University College of 
Medicine. She completed both 
her internship and residency at 
Ochsner and also served as chief 
resident. Dr. Puente is board 

certified in internal medicine and has been on staff at 
Ochsner since 1987. Dr. Puente has served as East Bank 
Regional Medical Director and currently serves as vice 
president of medical affairs at Ochsner Medical Center-
Kenner.

The meeting will be held at the Crowne Plaza 
Hotel located at 2829 Williams Boulevard in Kenner. 
Networking begins at 11:30 a.m. and lunch starts at noon. 
Reservations are required to attend and can be emailed to 
reservations@kpba.biz.

The KPBA club is a community-based networking 
organization for men and women. For more information 
about attending the KPBA meetings or joining the club 
visit www.kpba.biz. 

August KPBA meeting to feature Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner 
executives, free screenings

Community

Brent Gardner has been named mall manager of 
The Esplanade mall in Kenner.

As mall manager, Gardner will manage all day-
to-day operations, maintenance and tenant relations. 
Additionally, he will be responsible for the security 
and marketing of the center.

“Brent has been a great resource in previous 
roles at Simon,” said Nicole Delmer, regional vice 
president of marketing for the central region. “We 

look forward to his passion and dedication benefiting 
The Esplanade.”

Gardner’s history with Simon includes serving as 
mall manager at DeSoto Square in Bradenton, Florida, 
and assistant mall manager at Wolf Ranch Town 
Center, Gateway Shopping Center and The Shops at 
Arbor Walk in Austin, Texas. Prior to joining Simon, he 
was assistant manager at Walgreens in Indianapolis.

The Esplanade mall names new manager
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FREE ESTIMATES

They say a picture paints 
a thousand words and when it 
comes to selling your home, you 
want those words to end with 
“sold.” It’s no secret that better-

presented homes get more traffic and more buyer 
interest, therefore selling faster.

That’s why it is essential that you showcase your 
home through images in the best

way possible.
According to the National Association of Realtors, 

nearly 90 percent of all homebuyers begin shopping 
for homes online. Many flip through photos of the 
homes and send a list of those they want to see to their 
agent. In fact, homes with few or no photos are often 
passed over simply for that reason, even if the home’s 
description matches a buyer’s ideal listing.

Many agents believe that apart from staging, 
no other marketing investment is as important as 
professional photography in marketing a property 
effectively. So, to generate more buyer interest, there 

has been a dramatic increase in the use of professional 
real estate photographers in the past few years.

The best photographs are most likely to come 
from someone who has an eye for the underlying 
beauty of the home’s structure and spaces, has 
specialized equipment and techniques for lighting and 
perspective control and uses workflow processes for 
post-processing of the images for use on the web and 
in publications.

Let’s face it, as much as we all like to think we 
take great photos, a professional has an eye for seeing 
the best vantage points and lighting options and also 
has better equipment to make the photos bright, clear 
and sharp. A professional photographer will most 
likely use a 10 millimeter lens that can capture up to 
85 percent of a room and lighting that can illuminate 
the entire room.

The same holds true with taking video of your 
home to add to a website listing. An amateur can 
show what each room and yard looks like, but a video 
professional will make the strongest elements stand out 

and provide a much better video narrative of the home. 
Plus, you don’t have to worry about any shakiness or 
dullness that someone not that experienced with a 
video camera may give you.

Before bringing in someone to photograph or 
video your home, it’s essential that it is clean and 
de-cluttered so the pictures entice a buyer to want to 
see the home in person. You don’t want clothes, pets 
or anything else distracting people from the photo at 
hand.

Indeed, homes showcased with the best 
photographs and videos will attract more sellers and 
help speed the home-sale process to a successful 
conclusion. 

Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana, can 
be reached at 443-6464 or at her office located at 4140 
Williams Boulevard in Kenner, LA. Prudential Gardner 
Realtors is an independently owned and operated 
member of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates, Inc., a 
Prudential Financial company. Visit the Prudential 
website at www.prudentialgardner.com.

Real Estate
Say it with pictures
BY LINDA R. MARTIN

Community

The Kenner Police Department will host an open 
house at the Kenner Police Complex on Wednesday, 
September 7, 2011 from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. for 
prospective members of their Law Enforcement 
Exploring Program.

Kenner Police Chief Steve Caraway and the 
KPD Community Relations Division are encouraging 
teens and young adults, ages 13 to 21, to take part 
in the KPD Law Enforcement Exploring Program. 
The program is a great opportunity to see what 
law enforcement is all about and to “explore” the 
possibility of entering into a law enforcement career. 
The Explorers receive regular instruction about police 
department operations, volunteer their time to help at 
various police department and community events and 
participate in social activities.

Explorers from the Kenner Police Department 

attend a yearly academy in Gulfport, MS., which is 
a condensed form of the regular police academy. 
During the academy, Explorers attend courses to learn 
about areas of the police department, such as criminal 
law, self-defense, crime scene investigations, report 
writing, traffic, narcotics and the K-9 Unit. They 
even learn how to apprehend a subject while on 
bicycle patrol, how to conduct a traffic stop and 
how to handle firearms and shoot live ammunition 
at a range. At the end of the academy, awards are 
presented to Explorers with the highest grade point 
average in each area of study and those with the 
best performance in physical fitness activities.

The program is educational, fun and encourages 
high standards for teens and young adults. Potential 
Explorers must have worthy academic and personal 
records in order to be accepted into the program. 

For more information on the KPD Explorer 
Program and to sign up for the open house contact 
Community Relations Officer James Virgil at 712-
2395 or jvirgil@kennerpd.com. 

Open house in September for law enforcement exploring program

The Kenner Police Department announced the 
twelfth annual national “Night Out Against Crime” 
kick-off party will take place on Sunday, October 9, 
from 3:00 to 7:00 p.m. at Laketown in Kenner. The 
kick off and national night out events, which were 
previously hosted in August, have been moved to 
October this year in order to take advantage of the 
cooler weather.

There will be entertainment including children’s 
activities, various displays and demonstrations 
by law enforcement professionals, live music and 
great food – all free. The kick-off party provides 
an opportunity for people considering a career in 
law enforcement to have their questions answered 
by experts in each field and to find out what their 
jobs are all about. The kick-off party is also a time 
for citizens and officials to interact and to discuss 
important issues in Kenner.

The kick-off party is a prelude to the 28th annual 
national “Night Out Against Crime” which Kenner 
will observe on the evening of Tuesday, October 11, 
2011. Citizens are asked to help celebrate this event 
in a variety of ways such as having a block party, a 
cookout, flashlight walks or by sitting on their front 
porch with their lights on – a symbol that has become 
a tradition over the years. Those organizing parties 
or gatherings on October 11 are encouraged to call 
the Kenner Police Department to have officers visit 
their neighborhoods.

Contact the KPD Community Relations 
Division at 712- 2294, 712-2395 or by email 
at nguggenheim@kennerpd.com or jvirgil@
kennerpd.com to learn more about the kick-off 
party, to register a party for national “Night Out 
Against Crime” or to start a Neighborhood Watch 
group. 

National “Night Out Against Crime” and kick-off 
party moved to cooler October
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When Mark 
Twain was born 
in 1835, his 
arrival happened 
at the same 

time Halley’s Comet was making 
its expected appearance. When he 
died, it was the day after the comet 
made its next expected appearance. 
He had always predicted, “I came in 
with Halley’s Comet and I’ll go out 
with Halley’s Comet.” From comet 
to comet it was 74 years.

Julia McWilliams was born in 
August of 1912. She died in August 
of 2004. From August to August it 
was 92 years. However, as far as I 
can determine, Julia never said “I 
came in with August and I’ll go out 
with August.”

There are other – actual – 
similarities between them: both were 
rebels in their fields of endeavor. 
Mark Twain revolutionized 
American literature by writing 
dialogue the way people actually 
spoke. That was not done in his day. 
Julia McWilliams revolutionized all 
American cuisine by de-mystifying 

the French way of cooking. She said 
if people used French techniques in 
their cooking, then everything they 
cooked – Italian, German, Greek, 
English, everything would taste 
better.

The closest I ever got to 
interviewing Mark Twain was 
a wonderful taped session I had 
with Hal Holbrook, who “became” 
Twain on stage in over fifty years 
of performing Twain’s writings 
and what were basically the first 
comedy standup routines. If you 
saw Holbrook on stage, you were 
virtually looking at Mark Twain.

The closest I ever got to 
interviewing Julia McWilliams was 
a wonderful hour I spent with Julia 
Child in the WWL Radio studios 
in 1991. If you saw Julia in person, 
you were actually looking at Julia 
Child, which was her married name, 
acquired in 1946.

This month of August is Julia’s 
month, and I thought it would be 
nice to remember her in what would 
have been her 99th year. I would 
have waited for the 100th year, but, 

People
Julia: Child of August
BY ED CLANCY

as Mark Twain said, “all the great 
writers are dead, and I’m not feeling 
so well myself,” so it’s best not to 
waste anymore time.

Some historians like to suggest 
that before she became a world 
famous chef, Julia Child was a spy. 
Not really true. She did important 
clerical and research work for the 
OSS (Office of Strategic Services) 
which would later become the CIA. 
Julia says she fell in love with food 
when she and her husband-to-be, 
Paul Child, were sent to France by 
the U.S. diplomatic service. One 
meal and that was it.

“Well, I was always hungry 
anyway,” she laughs, “and he was 
brought up in France, and was 
used to good food, so I realized 
if I wanted to snag him, I’d better 
learn how to cook.” She learned 
well enough that in 1961, she and 
two co-authors wrote a huge book 
called “Mastering the Art of French 
Cooking.” It was a runaway best 
seller, mostly because it was aimed 
at the average housewife who never 
dared venture into French cooking 
before. It was Julia’s “Huckleberry 
Finn,” if you will.

Then came an offer to do a TV 
cooking show based on her book 
and “The French Chef” debuted 
on educational (later Public) TV 
channel WGBH in Boston in 1963. 
Just as with her book, the TV show 
was aimed at the average klutz in 
the kitchen. Her on camera goofs 
were rarely edited out. She was 
characterized as someone who didn’t 
care if she burns the eggs or spills 
something. In our interview I asked 
her if they ever made her stop tape 
and do something over.

“That’s the nice thing about 
public television,” she said. “You 
can really do what you want, once 
they accept you. You’re the boss of 
your own program.” She said they 
didn’t have the budget to stop tape. 
“I think I got about fifty dollars a 
session and if you stopped you lost 
money.” Anyway, she says, her 
reputation for kitchen disasters was 
a little overblown. “People came up 
to me and insisted, ‘I saw you drop 
that fish on the floor,’ which I never 
did. All I did was once I was flipping 
a potato pancake and it fell into the 
stove, and we couldn’t stop so I just 
picked it up and put it back in the 
pan. But people still claim it was a 

turkey or a chicken or something 
like that.”

I asked if she ever saw the 
“Saturday Night Live” skit where 
Dan Akroyd, playing Julia, was 
preparing a chicken reminding 
everyone to save the liver for the 
drippings. Well, Dan as Julia cut 
himself on the knife. Blood was 
spurting everywhere and Dan as 
Julia finally passed out and flopped 
over the counter from loss of blood, 
still concerned about the liver.

Julia roared with laughter. “We 
have the tape of it, and I just love 
it. ‘SAVE THE LIVER!’ Remember 
that?”

Julia doesn’t go along with the 
theory that if you eat fish the wine 
must be white. She mentions the 
book by Josh Wesson, Red Wine with 
Fish. So there.

She also defends the use of 
lots of butter and cream in French 
cooking. “It turns out that the French 
people have far less heart problems 
than we do, and some people think 
it’s because they drink red wine.” So 
there. Again.

But what really gets Miss Julia’s 
dander up is the fact that McDonald’s 
started using vegetable oil in their 
French fries, and lowering the fat in 
their hamburgers.

“I think they’ve ruined their 
potatoes, they used to have these 
wonderful French fries and they’re 
flabby and just not good anymore. 
I think they made a big mistake. I 
think they should have old-fashioned 
McDonald’s the way Coke did. 
Classic fries and nutritional fries. 
And they’re going to ruin their 
hamburgers. Either I eat a hamburger 
that’s correct with about 20 per cent 
fat, or I don’t eat a hamburger. I 
don’t like this kind of diet beef. I 
hate it. Either eat the real thing or eat 
something else.” So there...Again.

Miss Julia was such an engaging 
character that it’s difficult to leave 
her. It just doesn’t seem she’s been 
gone for seven years. I still hear her 
voice in the studio in my head. I 
guess the only way to say good bye 
is the way she did it at the end of 
every show in her fractured French 
accent: “Bon Appetit! (Save the 
liver!”) 

Ed Clancy can be reached via 
email at edclancy2@aol.com or at 
his blogsite, ed-clancy.blogspot.
com.
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Conveniently located on the first floor 
of the hospital’s medical office building, 
Ochsner-Kenner Medical Center’s 
Outpatient Diagnostic Center provides the 
skills and equipment to offer the Kenner 
community a full range of diagnostic 
medical tests.

“Today, one of the most important 
functions in the field of medicine is the 
capacity to expertly perform a wide 
range of medical tests including standard 
blood work, digital mammography, CT 
scans, ultrasounds, MRIs, bone density 
screenings, nuclear medicine among many 
more,” said Kerry Dufresne, director of 
Ochsner’s Outpatient Diagnostic Services.

“Entirely apart from the excellent 
medical skills of our staff, we understand 
the importance of also providing the 
best possible patient experience,” said 
Dufresne. “We do not see our patients 
who come to the diagnostic center as 
numbers. We understand that each person 
who comes here is a special individual 
who deserves and needs to be treated with 
respect, dignity and superior customer 
service.”

Dufresne said the Ochsner-Kenner 
Diagnostic Center is open from 7:30 

a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays through Fridays 
and also schedules appointments on 
the first Saturday of every month for 
mammography, non-contrast MRIs and 
ultrasounds.

Dufresne said the diagnostic center 
employs a skilled staff of 25 health care 
professionals and also offers specialty 
services such as speech, occupational and 
physical therapy, as well as pulmonary 
function testing, stress testing and 
echocardiograms.

“All that is required to have your 
outpatient test is a physician’s order,” said 
Dufresne. “The physician does not have 
to be on the Ochsner-Kenner staff and 
we accept most insurance plans. Just call 
712-2800 to schedule your test or visit our 
website at www.ochsner.org/odc.”

Dufresne added, “We are very 
proud of the Ochsner-Kenner Outpatient 
Diagnostic Center and proud to be a part 
of Kenner’s medical community. We feel 
that we provide outstanding service to our 
patients with empathy for their concerns 
and feelings. We encourage you to schedule 
your next test with us. You will be very 
happy with choosing Ochsner-Kenner’s 
Outpatient Diagnostic Center.” 

Ochsner-Kenner’s Outpatient Diagnostic 
Clinic opens to serve the Kenner community
BY ALLAN KATZ

Kenner U-verse subscribers can now tune in to KTV
BY ALLAN KATZ

By the middle of August 2011, Kenner 
subscribers to AT&T’s U-verse digital 
television network will, for the first time 
be able to tune in to the city of Kenner’s 
KTV’s Channel 76 government access 
channel. They also will be able to view the 
government and educational channels in St. 
Tammany Parish.

Richard Pecot, managing producer of 
Kenner’s KTV’s television operation said, 
“KTV will be the first government access 

channel on the south shore to be on the U-verse 
network. U-verse subscribers in Kenner will 
be able to receive KTV from a menu selection 
on channel 99,” said Pecot.

Pecot said it was necessary for the city of 
Kenner to buy special equipment to provide 
Kenner U-verse subscribers the opportunity 
to tune in to the government access channels. 
He said that in addition to the new equipment, 
KTV also needed to acquire more band width 
to facilitate the endeavor. 

Health

Community

The Kenner Professional Business 
Association, founded in 1986, announced this 
year’s annual fundraiser, Cooking 101 was a 
sold-out event.

KPBA Ways Means Chair Judy La 
Bella said, “We expected to be successful but 
are thrilled to have sold-out the event. This 
is our annual fundraising drive that funds 
KPBA’s investments in local community 
partners which have a direct impact on Kenner 
businesses and residents.”

This year’s event, Cooking 101, 
demonstrated how to prepare a full six-
course meal. Each course was served with 
a wine selected especially for that course by 
an experienced wine expert. Guided by Joey 
LaBella, a local SBA award-winning catering 
entrepreneur, the event sold out all 140 seats.

The event was sponsored by “Iron Chef” 
Treasure Chest Casino, along with Marie Clesi 

State Farm, CIG, LLC General Contractors, 
Metairie Bank, Alexander Ryan Marine, 
Ochsner Hospital, Chiropractic Health Group 
& AT&T. Tickets included food, beverages 
and door prizes.

“This was a first of its kind event in Kenner 
that hopefully will continue to drive and inspire 
collaboration and cooperation within the 
Kenner business community. Working together 
drives innovation, improves communication 
and benefits everyone. We all have something 
to gain,” said KPBA President Todd Acomb.

The KPBA is a non-profit corporation 
that has been active in Kenner since 1986. 
Membership is composed of professional 
and business men and women who have a 
vested interest in promoting the business 
development and civic progress of Kenner. 
For more information or to join the KPBA, 
visit www.kpba.biz.

Kenner Professional Business Association cooking 
fundraiser a great success
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Aveda’s expertly-trained colorists give you customized,  
vibrant, long-lasting hair color that’s 99% naturally derived,*  
so hair is essentially damage-free and feels silky to the touch.  
Live a colorful life — call to book your appointment today.

* From plants and non-petroleum based materials.

WE COLOR YOUR WORLD

Find other Aveda locations  
at 800.328.0849  
or aveda.com.

a

Open Tuesday through Friday 10 - 7, Saturday 9 - 4

Visit us at www.georgyssalonspa.com

701 W. Esplanade Avenue  
465-9590

Since 1985

We Color Your World
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The Ice House
2151 WILLIAMS BLVD.

(RIGHT BEHIND CAR WASH)

469-3503
 

 
 

Only18.49

BARBECUING?
TOP OFF YOUR TANK

PROPANE
SOLD BY THE GALLON

BACK TO SCHOOL AND FOOTBALL PARTIES!

Ice Cold Package
Beer

24 pk suitcase

Bud           Coors Lite
Bud Lite    Miller Lite

Monday - Thursday •  7 am - 6 pm
Friday and Saturday • 7 am - 7 pm

Sunday • 8 am - 5 pm

Only

20 PACK
Longneck Bottles

Bud
Coors Lite
Bud Lite
Miller Lite16.49

ICE COLD BEER
to go!

One of the 
most common 
types of home 
i m p r o v e m e n t 
projects we 
observe in 

older homes that we inspect is 
kitchen remodeling or updating. 
Sometimes the work was performed 
by the homeowners, but more often a 
professional contractor was used.

Before you consider details 
such as materials and your kitchen 
remodeling budget, you need to 
formulate a kitchen remodeling idea 
on which to center your plan. You can 
do this by observing kitchen designs 
at friends’ houses, in magazines, at 
your local home improvement store or 
on the Internet. Make a list of those 
features you most like and those you 
do not.

Home
Kitchen remodeling project, some things to consider
BY DAN DORMADY

Ask yourself questions. Will the 
kitchen be designed for enhanced 
updated décor or for practical 
functionality? Will efficient storage 
need to be incorporated into the 
design? Do I want updated appliances? 
Will I be enlarging the kitchen or 
formulating an idea for remodeling a 
small kitchen? How will the kitchen 
primarily be used?

If functionality is the focus of 
design, you may want to include 
specialized areas within the room 
design. You may want to have two 
sinks if there are usually two cooks in 
the kitchen. If you are a heavy baker, 
a marble counter can be incorporated 
into the design.

If space and functionality are 
important factors, then the design 
must emphasize well-planned storage. 
A mixed use of cabinets, shelves, 
drawers and pantries for food, pots 
and dishes can keep a kitchen running 
efficiently. When planning the cabinet 
design stand in your existing kitchen 
and visualize the most convenient 
place for each storage category and 
how your kitchen is used. For example, 
you don’t want the glasses across the 
room from the refrigerator, you want 
them close to the refrigerator.

The kitchen remodeling cost 
will be an important factor in 
formulating your kitchen remodeling 
idea. Therefore, a budget should be 
developed for the project. Carefully 
estimate the cost requirements 
not only for the project, but for 
unexpected “contingency” costs, as 
well. Kitchen remodeling projects can 
be as simple as new paint on cabinets 
and countertops to a complete gutting 
of the kitchen. Choose quality 
products within your budget. Planning 
is important especially if your project 
is a total remodel. Take your time. 
Making hasty decisions can result in 
costly mistakes.

Before selecting a contractor, 
prudent homeowners will have a list of 
questions ready to ask the contractor 
such as what work, if any, can I do to 
help cut costs and will I save money 
if I purchase needed materials myself? 
What is the timeline for each part of 
the job? You don’t want to have the 
cabinet installer waiting days for the 
painter to be finished.

While the more skilled labor 
aspects of the project such as electrical 
wiring, plumbing and installation of 
cabinets are best left to professionals, 
some demolition and prep work can be 
handled by the homeowner. This will not 
only save money, but your involvement 
in the project will provide you a better 

understanding of the project.
When selecting a contractor, 

network with friends and other 
persons who have recently had a 
kitchen remodeled to get references 
for local contractors. The Internet is 
another useful source for finding a 
quality contractor. Don’t be shy. Go 
inspect the quality of the work of the 
contractor before you hire him or her. 
If the contractor is reputable, he will 
gladly provide you with references. 
Often, seeing a finished product will 
make your project go smoother. Also, 
talk to the homeowners to see what 
they learned and what problems they 
had to overcome.

Before making any decisions, 
thoroughly research all aspects of your 
project such as permits, contractors, 
structural changes, materials needed, 
time frame and all costs involved. 
Check all of the measurements more 
than once as mistakes can happen. 
Then check them again.

A rule-of-thumb is to set aside 
20 to 25 percent of the total kitchen 
remodeling projected budget as a 
contingency to cover emergencies 
or unseen costs. Remember, what 
can go wrong will go wrong during 
remodeling projects.

Before starting the demolition 
work, make sure everyone understands 
the project schedule and any temporary 
arrangements that will be in effect 
during the project. Included in your 
project budget should be an estimate 
for the cost of eating out while 
your kitchen is under construction. 
Scheduling your remodeling project’s 
starting date may be very important to 
you. For example, if you entertain for 
the Saints games, you probably want 
to make sure you are not in the middle 
of your kitchen remodeling project 
September through January.

Lastly, enjoy the fun and 
excitement of creating your own 
kitchen remodeling idea, from start 
to finish. And enjoy the years of 
satisfaction offered by the finished 
project! 

Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed 
professional engineer and licensed 
home inspector and the president 
of Criterium-Dormady Engineers, 
a locally owned consulting 
engineering firm specializing in 
residential and commercial building 
inspection services. Dormady can 
be reached at 456-6999, P.O. Box 
113565 Metairie, LA 70011-3565, 
or at criteriumdormady@cox.net. 
Criterium-Dormady Engineers’ 
website is www.criterium-dormady.
com.
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At AT&T we know your business  
requires solutions that are efficient, 
cost-effective and productive. And we 
know your life deserves the same.

That’s why we are always looking ahead, 
beyond the next new technology. 
Bringing limitless innovation to meet 
all your communications needs.
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© 2011 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. 

the pain of achy joints & feet, 
stiff neck & sinus pain with a 
therapeutic BODY MASSAGE

Just relax and let our
Nationally Certified, Licensed Massage Therapist 
soothe away stress and pain, leaving you relaxed & 
experiencing a deep sense of well being.

Call for your appointment and receive a

FREE 30 minute massage
with this coupon

When booking a 30 minute massage
(60 minutes for the price of 30 minutes)

Offer Expires August 31,2011

We also offer a complete regimen of therapeutic 
massages at the rate of $100 per minute

Hair Styles Unlimited
Salon & Spa
3635 Florida Ave

Kenner, LA
504 464 5949

Hair Styles Unlimited
Salon & Spa
3635 Florida Ave

Kenner, LA
504 464 5949

Specializing in hair restoration,
extensions, and alternative hair.
Thinning Hair Experts Since 1977

www.hairstylesunlimitedinc.com

A successful 
first Celebración 
Hispana de Kenner, 
Kenner Hispanic 
Summer Fest 2011, 
was held this past 

July 9 at Laketown in Kenner. The festivities 
continue in August with the celebration of 
Santo Domingo de Guzmán, the patron saint 
of Managua, who is considered by popular 
acclaim to be the saint of the people. On 
August 1 and 10 in Managua, Nicaragua, 
everything stops for the biggest festivals 
of the year. On the first day of celebration 
the tiny statue is taken from the hills to the 
church of Santo Domingo in a big elaborate 
procession where the statue remains until 
August 10, when again a multitude of people 
carry him back to his church, “Las Sierritas de 
Santo Domingo.”

The Nicaraguan community wants you to 
be part of the local festivities. The celebration 
will take place on Saturday, August 6, from 
3:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. at the Kenner Heritage 
Park, located at 303 Williams Boulevard. 
Mass will start around 3:45 p.m.

Presented by Asociación Nicaragüense de 
Louisiana (ANDELA), Celebración Hispana 
and its sponsors, the event will feature popular 
characters that are typically Nicaraguan, such 
as the “Gigantona,” a “gigantic” woman that 
dances to the sound of drums, the “Cabezón,” 
her short and big-headed dance partner and 
life-size bull and cows who all dance around 
the saint as he parades through the park. 
Young women dressed in folkloric costumes 
and representing the different regions in 

Nicaragua also accompany the colorful 
parade.

Later on there is the crowning of “India 
Bonita,” the young girl or girls who best 
represent their Nicaragua region. The festival 
is followed by a dance party featuring a 
popular local musician, who will be playing 
folkloric, salsa and Latin-dance music for 
the audience. Net proceeds from donations 
and sponsorships will be used for the annual 
purchase of Christmas toys for disadvantaged 
children in Nicaragua.

To learn more about the festivities of 
Santo Domingo de Guzmán and to experience 
first-hand the culture, food, music, sights and 
sounds from the Latin community you are 
invited to join us for a family gathering at the 
Kenner Heritage Park in Kenner’s Rivertown. 
For information call 466-1483.

Community announcements
August 6 – Tope Santo Domingo Festival. 

For information call 466-1483.
August 18 – Unidad Hispanoamericana 

general meeting and planning for 
Independence of Central America and Mexico 
celebration. For information call 512-2362 or 
468-6116.

August 18 – Latin Council general 
meeting and discussion of issues that affect 
the Hispanic community. For information call 
Danielle C. Williams at 282-0265.

September 10 – Belize Independence 
social dance. For information call 669-4132.

September 11 – Central America, Belize 
and Mexico Independence celebration. For 
information call 466-1483.

September 18 – Honduras independence 

Latin American News
Festivities continue in Kenner with Santo Domingo de Guzmán
BY RAFAEL E. SADDY

social dance. For information call 512-2930.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center – The 

center offers various programs as well as 
access to information and referrals for all sorts 
of issues, for information call 469-2570.

Hablemos Claro – K-TV-76 Hispanic 
TV programs with topics of interest to the 
community every Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. and 
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. For more information and 
program schedule go to www.kenner.la.us and 

click on the K-TV 76 logo.
I leave you with this thought. “Teamwork 

is a constant balancing act between self-
interest and group interest!” 

Rafael E. Saddy is public relations officer 
of the Latin American Civic Association 
of Louisiana (LACAL). Email Saddy at 
lacal1234@bellsouth.net. Correspondence 
for be sent to P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 
70064-0284.

of your decision-making process.
Minimizing bleeding risk. Researchers, 

using information on aspirin use by 88,000 
women over a 24-year period, found that the 
dose of aspirin had a greater effect on bleeding 
problems than did the duration of use. Low-
dose aspirin, 81 milligrams, provided sufficient 
action against platelets with few effects on 
gastrointestinal bleeding. Minimizing the use 
other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 
such as ibuprofen or naproxen, while taking 
aspirin, can also help avoid gastrointestinal 
bleeding.

Survival benefits. The individual clinical 
trials testing aspirin in people without known 
cardiovascular disease haven’t determined 
whether aspirin prevents premature deaths or 
a first heart attack or ischemic stroke. If aspirin 
helped prevent some fatal heart attacks but 
caused some fatal strokes or stomach bleeds, 
its effect on all-cause death would be nil. An 
Australian analysis of nine trials that included 
a total of 100,000 participants showed fewer 
deaths among those taking aspirin than among 
those taking a placebo.

Aspirin is not for the do-it-yourselfers. 
Some people who take aspirin for their hearts’ 
sake shouldn’t. For them, aspirin is more 

likely to cause problems than it is to prevent 
a heart attack or ischemic stroke. At the same 
time, some of the millions of Americans who 
have been diagnosed with heart disease don’t 
take aspirin but should.

Deciding to take aspirin isn’t a do-it-
yourself task. If your heart and arteries are 
in good shape, talk with your doctor before 
embarking on daily aspirin. If you have had a 
heart attack or stroke, or have been diagnosed 
with another form of heart disease, and you 
aren’t taking aspirin, ask your doctor why not. 
(John Bull Pharmacy pharmacist Tony Simon, 
Pharm D., contributed to this column.) 

John Edward Bull, P.D., FASCP, R.Ph. is 
pharmacist-in-charge at John Bull Pharmacy, 
Inc. Since 1980 Bull has been sole owner and 
president of the local community pharmacy 
and is a third generation pharmacist in the 
greater New Orleans area. Bull graduated 
in 1974 from Northeast Pharmacy School, 
now ULM in Monroe, where he was associate 
professor of community pharmacy and has 
also served in that capacity as well at Xavier 
University in New Orleans for 37 years. John 
Bull Pharmacy is located at 2124 38th Street 
in Kenner, a half block off Williams Boulevard 
next to the North Kenner Park.

Simon and Bull
(continued from page 13)
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During the Kenner City 
Council Meeting July 21, 
2011, Mr. Leroy Blakes, a 
motor vehicle inspector for 
the Department of Code 
Enforcement, was presented 
with a proclamation for 
being selected as the city 
of Kenner’s outstanding 
employee of the quarter.
Photo by Barry Sprague
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“WE CLOSE REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTIONS FOR YOU”

RANDY LOVITT
Notary Public

4200 South I-10 Service Road, Suite 110, Metairie, LA  70001

830-7979 FAX  831-2609

REAL ESTATE
TITLE TRANSFERS

• Expert Closing Assistance — In Operation over 15 years
• In-House Problem Solving Real Estate Title Attorneys — You’ll need this

• We keep you Informed — We return your Calls
• Our Costs are Competitive — Our Work is Accurate

Real Estate Sales, Mortgages,
Donations, 1031 Tax Free Exchanges

Before

After After

Before

Convert existing tub
into a shower

Replace existing tub 
with a shower stall

www.step-n-shower.com
ACCEPTS MEDICAID

Lyons
(continued from page 17)

Goodwin
(continued from page 19)

Louisiana Public Service 
Commissioner Eric Skrmetta recently 
announced his support for the AT&T 
and T-Mobile USA merger as part of his 
focus to expand mobile broadband access 
to rural areas throughout Southeast 
Louisiana.

“AT&T’s acquisition of T-Mobile 
will mean that constituents in rural areas 
of my district will have greater access 
to mobile broadband technology which 
can completely transform the economy 
of smaller communities,” said Skrmetta. 
“This merger will allow smaller 
communities to compete on similar 
footing with larger cities and help attract 
new businesses to their areas to increase 
economic development and job growth 
in the areas that need it most.”

According to AT&T, with this 
merger, 4G LTE coverage will extend to 
more than 97 percent of the population in 
the country, including some of the most 
rural areas in Louisiana. This improved 
technology will lead to improved service 

quality including fewer dropped calls, 
faster speeds and access to the latest 
mobile broadband Internet service.

“While we must remain vigilant 
on issues of competitiveness and give 
the merger a full and fair review, we 
must balance those interests with the 
benefit of bringing advanced broadband 
technology to all our citizens, particularly 
those without adequate service in rural 
areas,” said Skrmetta. “This merger will 
allow for greater wireless expansion 
investments providing Louisiana 
consumers better speed, reliability and 
availability especially in the more rural 
areas.”

“Since becoming commissioner, I 
have worked to increase the availability 
of wireless broadband service to the 
consumers of Louisiana. The opportunity 
to achieve that goal has presented itself in 
this proposed merger and I am supporting 
this action as being in the public’s interest 
and to send the matter to the FCC for its 
final review,” said Skrmetta. 

Skrmetta supports AT&T and T-Mobile merger

Government

Community

During the meeting 
of the city of Kenner 
department heads on 
July 20, 2011, Lee Songy, 
an inspector at Kenner’s 
Brake Tag Station, was 
selected employee of 
the month for June 
2011. Songy, center, was 
presented a certificate 
by Mayor Michael S. 
Yenni, left, and Code 
Enforcement Assistant 
Director Missy Heyl. 
Songy began employment 
with the city in June 
2005. Recently, the city 
administration received a 

letter of appreciation on behalf of Songy stating how helpful and professional he was during an 
inspection. During the presentation Heyl said, “Lee Songy is a pleasant employee and the city is 
fortunate to have him.”
Photo by Barry Sprague

Songy named Kenner employee of the month for June Kenner employee Blakes honored for quarter

causes of anterior knee pain an evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon is recommended. 
Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. is a board certified orthopedic surgeon with over 10 years 

experience. The Orthopedic Center for Sports Medicine is a multi-specialty center dedicated 
to complete musculoskeletal care with focused expertise in shoulder and knee injuries. 
Offices are located in Kenner and Metairie. For additional information call 467-5900 or 
visit www.nolasportsmedicine.com.

ease the strain on your joints and every pound lost reduces the burden on your knees by 
four pounds.

Eating the right foods along with increasing your physical activity and reducing your 
weight can help reduce your symptoms of arthritis and improve your quality of life. 

Craig Goodwin, physical therapist, is president of Kenner Orthopedic and Sports 
Therapy, located at 3921 Williams Boulevard and two other locations in Metairie and on 
the West Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU Medical School Department of Allied Health, 
Department of Physical Therapy in 1987. The professionals at Kenner Orthopedic and 
Sports Therapy can be contacted via email at Kennerorthopedic@aol.com.
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24-hour electricAl service
7 Days A Week

We install
Automatic Standby

GENERATORS

FREE ESTIMATES
REPLACE FIRE HAZARD FUSE

BOXES WITH CIRCUIT BREAKERS
SAVE 20% ON INSURANCE

LICENSED  •  BONDED  •  INSURED      OWNER RONNIE BELLACI

I think the citizens will see a much 
more orderly business meeting.”

The council members also elected 
District 3 Councilman Ben Zahn to 
serve the next six months as council 
vice president. Zahn succeeds District 
4 Councilwoman Maria DeFrancesch 
in that position.

Zahn said he is pleased to once again 
serve the council as its vice president. 
“One of the keys to effectively 

conducting the city’s business is 
maintaining focus and decorum by 
having leadership in place who will 
actively work toward these goals each 
meeting. As council vice president I 
am always ready to take the helm. If 
called upon, to ensure that we do our 
job as a council while maintaining 
professionalism and adhering to the 
rules we are obligated to follow.” 

Council officers
(continued from page 1)

is co-chair of the event.
Deutsches Haus, German heritage 

society, has grown into an organization 
with a mission to celebrate and foster 
the rich culture, musical heritage, 
language and history of the German 
people. Deutsches Haus, a non-profit 
public charity, was located on South 
Galvez Street near Canal Street in 
Mid-City for 82 years. But, because 
it was located in the footprint of the 
proposed VA/LSU Medical complex 
in New Orleans and the property was 
expropriated, they temporarily moved 
their headquarters to 1023 Ridgewood 
in Metairie, in a building previously 
occupied by an American Legion Post 
350, until they can find a permanent 
location.

A member of the Deutsches 
Haus contacted Rivertown Advisory 
Committee Chairman Kevin Centanni 
about utilizing Rivertown for their 
festival. After a subsequent meeting of 
the Rivertown Advisory Committee, 
members of Mayor Michael S. 
Yenni’s administration and members 
of the Deutsches Haus surveyed the 
Rivertown facilities and area. The 
committee recommended the project 

to Mayor Yenni, who was extremely 
enthusiastic about the group’s 
German-American community’s 
festival being held in Rivertown.

Rivertown is in Kenner’s District 
1. The Rivertown Advisory Committee 
was formed by a resolution initiated 
by Kenner District 1 Councilman 
Gregory Carroll. The committee 
consists of members appointed by 
each Kenner Councilmember and 
members of the mayor’s staff and 
has met monthly for the past year to 
further advance the Rivertown area.

“Moving to Rivertown is an 
excellent idea,” said Oldendorf. “I 
think Octoberfest and Kenner are 
going to be a great fit. Kenner is rich 
in German history and together we 
can tell their story.”

Mayor Yenni has been actively 
seeking more venues for Rivertown. 
The mayor has said he believes if 
Rivertown were busier, there is a 
chance that companies seeking a 
thriving location might seriously begin 
considering a move to Rivertown. 

Octoberfest
(continued from page 1)

“This year we have a great bidding 
attraction with the Sting Ray but what 
makes our auction so exceptional is the 
breadth of items donated. While there 
are plenty of the typical gift items and 
gift cards, you also find some truly great 
values and interesting gifts,” said Behlar.

Among the other over 500 items up 
for bid are eight hours of labor in the 
construction, warehousing, event and 
hospitality, recycling, transportation, 
manufacturing or agriculture fields 
from Temps United Staffing Service 
which benefits the American Diabetes 
Association. Also offered is a one-week 
condo rental in Destin, Florida, valued at 
$1,300 and a 2010 New Orleans Saints 
team and coaches autographed football, 
both benefiting Children’s Hospital of 
New Orleans. A three-hour limo rental 
from A-Confidential Limousines and a 
dinner for ten at Acme Oyster House, 
which will benefit Bayou District, are 
donated items. Sports fans will have 
a lot to bid on such as a package of 16 
suite tickets and three VIP parking passes 
for a game during the New Orleans 
Hornets 2011-2012 basketball season. 
A 10 ½ foot hand-made cypress pirogue 
benefitting the New Orleans Oral School 
and a “Three Amigos” George Rodrigue 
signed and numbered print benefitting 
Children’s Wish Endowment are up for 
bid. Various charities will benefit from 
four different beach vacations bids and 
the St. Tammany Humane Society will 
get the proceeds from the auction of 
Seaworld/Acquatica tickets.

The idea for the auction, initiated in 
2008, began with Gulf Coast President 
and Chief Executive Officer Guy 

Williams, who thought that August 
would be the ideal time for a community 
summertime event to benefit many 
charities while giving participants a 
chance to win some fun prizes. The Gulf 
Coast branch on Williams Boulevard is 
one of 15 Gulf Coast branches that are 
displaying the auction items.

“Our silent auction features many 
items such as hotel stays, vacations, 
sports memorabilia, fishing trips and 
collectibles,” said Behlar. “Please stop 
by our branch or any of the other Gulf 
Coast branches to bid on items that might 
appeal to you, with the added benefit of 
your winning bid being donated to a 
needy charity.”

A unique idea about the auction is 
that the donors of the prizes determine 
which charity will benefit from the 
sale of a particular item when it is 
successfully auctioned. And, in some 
instances, charities put forth items up for 
auction with the proceeds going back to 
their charitable organization.

In its first year the auction raised 
$50,000 for more than 200 local, regional 
and national charities and schools. In the 
last two years the auction raised more 
than $60,000 annually.

Participants can also bid on some 
items online at www.auctionsinaugust.
com. The general public including, bank 
customers, non-customers and bank 
employees, can bid on the items.

“We have some unique gifts,” said 
Behlar. “And while it is a lot of fun, 
the best part is wonderful causes are 
the real beneficiaries. If you want more 
information about the auction you can 
call us at 565-3654.” 

Auction
(continued from page 1)

to showcase Rivertown,” says the 
mayor. “I think Heritage Park will be an 
excellent, compact venue with access to 
plenty of parking. Unfortunately, in the 
city’s current fiscal crisis, we’ll have 
to cut back on Christmas decorations 
throughout Kenner but we will have 
funds to decorate Heritage Park and 
make it a very inviting place for families 
to visit and immerse themselves in the 
Christmas spirit.”

The mayor said he is hoping that 
other events can be moved to Rivertown. 
“If Rivertown can become a year-round 
center for events, it may well be that we 
can attract some buyers for buildings 
in Rivertown,” said Mayor Yenni. “My 
hope is that if we could attract someone 
who would create an anchor location 
within Rivertown, our historic district 
might take off and start generating some 
traffic 12 months a year.”

Mayor Yenni said District One 
Councilman Gregory Carroll is very 

pleased by the move, sharing the view 
that bringing permanent attractions to 
Rivertown is one of the best ways to 
attract the attention of business investors 
and developers.

The mayor said that as in the past, 
Christmas Village will offer lighted 
decorations, booths with food and 
novelties, Santa Claus along with 
entertainment by bands and choirs from 
local schools.

“We’re going to give those who 
have hosted booths in the past first 
preference on booth locations for the new 
Christmas Village,” said Mayor Yenni. 
“My hope is that Christmas Village, 
located permanently in Rivertown, will 
complement our other annual Rivertown 
attractions such as Music In The Park 
and Halloween Bash. If people get used 
to coming to Rivertown for fun events 
other commercial possibilities might 
well open up.” 

Christmas Village
(continued from page 1)
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2201 West Napoleon at Williams Blvd., Kenner  

• 24 hour access available
• climate/non-climate controlled  
• video surveillence  
• onsite management  
• high & dry  
• we accept your deliveries
• hurricane wind rated
• 140,000 square feet
• state-of-the-art construction
• commercial inventory & materials storage
• household goods  
• business records
• classic & vintage car storage

www.bigeasyselfstorage.com

“WE STORE IT ALL”
MOVE IN SPECIALS AVAILABLE!
468-3474

HURRICANE PROTECTION!
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